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Abstract

Non-linear viscoelasticity of linear and long-chain-branched polymer melts in shear
and extensional ows

In many polymer processes, the polymer melt is not only subjected to shear ow,
but also to considerable extensional or stretching ows. For simulation of polymer
processing by numerical methods, a constitutive equation is necessary which describes
the relation between stress and deformation for any deformation history.

In chapter 2, the basics of continuum mechanics at large deformations and the the-
ory of linear viscoelasticity are summarised. Then network models are considered,
namely the theory of entropy elasticity and the rubber-like liquid model including the
damping function approach. For tube models, non-linear strain measures are derived
from a molecular slip-link model in which entanglements are modelled as small rings
through which the macromolecular chain can reptate freely. The slip-link model in-
cludes the strain measure of the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory. Here, the chain is assumed
to be con�ned inside a tube-like region, as polymer chains cannot pass freely through
each other. The major restriction of the Doi-Edwards theory concerning non-linear
viscoelasticity is the assumption of a constant tube diameter a0 independent of the
deformation, i.e. according to this model, stress is only the result of chain orientation.
As polymer melts show higher stresses than can be accounted for by chain orienta-
tion, further developments of constitutive equations considering chain stretch processes
are presented, which can be divided into rate-dependent and strain-dependent equa-
tions. The molecular stress function (MSF) theory, starting point of all further devel-
opments within this work, is a strain-dependent model which describes chain stretch
by a reduction of the tube diameter. In the MSF model, chain stretch is taken into
account by a molecular stress function f which relates the real tension in the chain
to the equilibrium tension, and which can be expressed by the inverse of the relative
tube diameter a=a0.

In chapter 3, the experimental methods used to investigate the rheology of polymer
melts in shear and extensional ows are presented. A literature review is given on
uniaxial and biaxial extensional rheometry. Experimental details and problems of a
commercial elongational rheometer (Rheometrics RME) are presented, which is used
to perform elongational measurements on various polymer melts. By means of rota-
tional rheometry, the linear-viscoelastic characterisation of the investigated polymer
melts and the non-linear shear characterisation by stress-relaxation and start-up ow
experiments are performed.

In chapter 4, the characteristic properties and test conditions of the investigated linear
(HDPE, PS) and long-chain-branched (LDPE, PP) polymer melts are summarised.
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In chapter 5, experimental data of shear and extensional ows are compared to the
DE and to the MSF theory. While the shear-thinning behaviour of polymer melts is at
least qualitatively predicted, the Doi-Edwards (DE) model cannot predict any strain-
hardening behaviour in extensional ows. However, this is possible with the MSF
model: Derived from a strain energy function, the molecular stress function f depends
on the average logarithmic stretch hln(u0)i0. For linear melts, a linear dependence
of f on exp(hln(u0)i0) is found, which is called the linear molecular stress function
(LMSF) model. Long-chain-branched melts show a stronger viscosity upturn which
can be taken into account by a quadratic dependence on exp(hln(u0)i0), and which is
called the quadratic molecular stress function (QMSF) model. Extensional viscosities
of both linear and long-chain-branched melts show a saturation e�ect and approach
steady-state values at large deformations. This is modelled by the assumption that the
reduction of the tube diameter is limited, i.e. a maximum stretch of the macromolecular
chains exists. Therefore, a maximum value of the molecular stress function, fmax, is
introduced. A large value of fmax is responsible for enhanced strain-hardening, a small
value of fmax for a small amount of strain-hardening, and fmax = 1 corresponds to
the DE limit. When fmax is �tted to the uniaxial viscosity, a consistent description of
all extensional deformation modes is possible. However, with the same fmax, it is not
possible to describe shear ow quantitatively. A smaller value of fmax is necessary.

To understand the di�erence between rotational and irrotational ows, the kinemat-
ics of tube deformation is further investigated in chapter 6. Constraint release (CR)
is introduced as a dissipative process which modi�es the energy balance of the MSF
model and leads to a strain-dependent evolution equation for the molecular stress func-
tion. The new constraint release mechanism is based on the di�erence between a�ne
convection of unit vectors describing tube segment orientation and tube cross-section
orientation. Tube kinematics is fundamentally di�erent for rotational and irrotational
ows, and therefore distinguishes explicitly between simple shear and pure shear (pla-
nar extension). This new MSF model, consisting of a history integral for the stress
tensor and a di�erential evolution equation for the molecular stress function, allows a
consistent, quantitative prediction of shear ow and uniaxial, equibiaxial and planar
ow with only two non-linear parameters a1 and a2, both of which govern dissipation
in simple shear ow, while dissipation in extensional ows (being irrotational) depends
on a1 only, and a1 determines the maximum molecular stress fmax.

Hence, a constitutive equation is now available which can be expected to model accu-
rately the non-linear viscoelasticity of linear and long-chain-branched polymer melts
for any deformation history.
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Zusammenfassung

Nichtlineare Viskoelastizit�at von linearen und langkettenverzweigten Polymer-
schmelzen in Scherung und Dehnung

Bei vielen Prozessen der Kunststo�verarbeitung unterliegt die Polymerschmelze nicht
nur Scher-, sondern auch Dehndeformationen. Damit die Auslegung dieser Prozesse
mit Hilfe von numerischen Methoden durchgef�uhrt werden kann, ist eine allgemein-
g�ultige rheologische Zustandsgleichung erforderlich, die den Zusammenhang von Span-
nung und Deformation erkl�art. Diese mu� sowohl f�ur uniaxiale, �aquibiaxiale und
planare Dehnungen als auch f�ur Scherung g�ultig sein.

Zun�achst werden in Kapitel 2 die kontinuumsmechanischen Grundlagen gro�er Defor-
mationen vorgestellt. Anschlie�end wird die Theorie der linearen Viskoelastizit�at be-
trachtet, die bei kleinen Deformationen auch den Grenzfall nichtlinearer Modelle
darstellt. Anhand von Netzwerkmodellen werden die Theorie der Entropielastizit�at
polymerer Materialien, die daraus entwickelte Theorie der gummiartigen Fl�ussigkeit
von Lodge sowie deren Modi�zierung durch Einf�uhrung einer deformationsabh�angigen
D�ampfungsfunktion erl�autert. Bei "Slip-Link"-Modellen nimmt man an, da� die
Wechselwirkung der Makromolek�ule untereinander auf lokalisierte "Entanglements"
beschr�ankt ist, die man sich als kleine Ringe vorstellt, durch die die Makromolek�ule
di�undieren oder "reptieren". Ein Spezialfall der "Slip-Link"-Modelle ist die Doi-
Edwards (DE)-Theorie, bei der die Dynamik eines Makromolek�uls auf eine R�ohre mit
dem Durchmesser a0 beschr�ankt ist. Die R�ohre stellt die umgebenden Makromolek�ule
dar, da sich Makromolek�ule gegenseitig nicht durchdringen k�onnen. Mit der Annahme
von Doi und Edwards, da� sich der R�ohrendurchmesser bei Deformation nicht �andert,
kann jedoch nur die Orientierung der Molek�ulketten beschrieben werden. Da Polymer-
schmelzen jedoch insbesondere bei Dehndeformationen h�ohere Spannungen zeigen als
durch Orientierungse�ekte allein zu erwarten w�aren, mu� bei Weiterentwicklungen der
Theorie zus�atzlich zur Orientierung eine Streckung der Makromolek�ule ber�ucksichtigt
werden. Prinzipiell lassen sich Modelle mit einer Abh�angigkeit der Kettenstreckung von
der Deformationsgeschwindigkeit und von der Deformation unterscheiden. Die Theorie
der Molekularspannungsfunktion (MSF), die Ausgangspunkt f�ur alle weiteren Entwick-
lungen in dieser Arbeit ist, geh�ort zu den deformationsabh�angigen Modellen, die davon
ausgehen, da� die Kettenstreckung durch eine Abnahme des R�ohrendurchmessers be-
wirkt wird. Dies wird beim MSF-Modell mit der molekularen Spannungsfunktion f
beschrieben, die das Verh�altnis der tats�achlich im Molek�ul wirkenden Kraft zur Gleich-
gewichtskraft ber�ucksichtigt und sich als Inverse des relativen R�ohrendurchmessers
a=a0 ausdr�ucken l�a�t.
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In Kapitel 3 werden die rheometrischen Methoden zur Untersuchung von Polymer-
schmelzen in Dehnung und Scherung dargestellt. Nach einer kurzen �Ubersicht �uber
Entwicklungen in der Dehnrheometrie werden die experimentellen Besonderheiten
und Probleme des kommerziellen uniaxialen Dehnrheometers RME aufgezeigt, mit
dem Messungen an zahlreichen Polymerschmelzen durchgef�uhrt wurden. Anschlie�end
wird kurz die Rotationsrheometrie vorgestellt, mit deren Hilfe die lineare Charakteri-
sierung der Polymerschmelzen und die nichtlineare Untersuchung in Scherung mit
Spannungsrelaxations- und Spannversuchen vorgenommen wurde.

In Kapitel 4 erfolgt die Zusammenstellung aller wichtigen Materialkennwerte der
untersuchten linearen (HDPE, PS) und langkettenverzweigten (LDPE, PP) Polymer-
schmelzen.

In Kapitel 5 werden die experimentellen Daten in Dehnung und Scherung mit der Doi-
Edwards (DE)-Theorie und der MSF-Theorie verglichen. W�ahrend die DE-Theorie das
Scherverhalten von Polymerschmelzen zumindest qualitativ beschreibt, untersch�atzt
sie die bei Dehndeformationen auftretende Dehnverfestigung deutlich. Leitet man
die Molekularspannungsfunktion f von einer Deformationsenergiefunktion ab, so l�a�t
sich zeigen, da� f eine Funktion der mittleren logarithmischen Streckung hln(u0)i0
ist. F�ur lineare Polymerschmelzen h�angt f linear von exp(hln(u0)i0) ab, was als
lineare Molekularspannungsfunktion (LMSF) bezeichnet wird. Langkettenverzweigte
Polymerschmelzen zeigen mit zunehmender Deformation einen st�arkeren Anstieg
der Molekularspannung, was durch die quadratische Molekularspannungsfunktion
(QMSF) mit einer quadratischen Abh�angigkeit der Molekularspannungsfunktion f
von exp(hln(u0)i0) ber�ucksichtigt werden kann. Die Dehnverfestigung von linearen
und langkettenverzweigten Polymerschmelzen ist nach oben hin begrenzt; dies l�a�t
sich durch die Annahme eines maximalen Wertes fmax f�ur die Molekularspannungs-
funktion beschreiben. Der nichtlineare Materialparameter fmax ber�ucksichtigt, da� die
Abnahme des R�ohrendurchmessers nach unten hin begrenzt ist, und ist direkt mit dem
Dehnverfestigungsverhalten von Polymerschmelzen verkn�upft: Ein gro�er fmax-Wert
ist f�ur eine hohe Dehnverfestigung, ein kleiner fmax-Wert f�ur eine geringe Dehnverfes-
tigung verantwortlich. F�ur fmax = 1 erh�alt man den Grenzfall der DE-Theorie. Wenn
fmax an uniaxiale Dehndaten angepa�t wird, ist eine konsistente Beschreibung des rhe-
ologischen Verhaltens bei allen Dehndeformationen m�oglich. Die Analyse der Scher-
daten liefert jedoch davon abweichende (kleinere) Molekularspannungen.

Um diese Diskrepanz in der Beschreibung von Scher- und Dehnverhalten zu beseiti-
gen, wird in Kapitel 6 die Energiebilanz des MSF-Modells durch Einf�uhrung von
"Constraint-Release" als dissipativer Prozess so modi�ziert, da� eine Di�erenti-
algleichung 1. Ordnung f�ur die Molekularspannungsfunktion entsteht. Unter "Con-
straint-Release" versteht man, da� sich topologische Hindernisse, modelliert durch
das R�ohrenmodell, teilweise au�osen durch die Relativbewegung zwischen den einzel-
nen Ketten bei Dehn- oder Scherstr�omungen. Dabei wird "Constraint-Release"
als Folge unterschiedlicher Konvektionsmechanismen f�ur R�ohrenorientierung und
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R�ohrenquerschnitt betrachtet. Die dissipativen "Constraint-Release"-Prozesse f�ur ro-
tationsbehaftete und rotationsfreie Str�omungen zeigen grundlegende Unterschiede,
weshalb das erweiterte MSF-Modell explizit zwischen einfacher Scherung und
planarer ("reiner Scherung") Dehnung unterscheiden kann. Das neue Modell, beste-
hend aus einer Integralgleichung f�ur den Spannungstensor und einer di�erentiellen
Entwicklungsgleichung f�ur die Molekularspannungsfunktion, erlaubt eine einheitliche,
quantitative Beschreibung des rheologischen Verhaltens von Polymerschmelzen bei
Scherdeformation und uniaxialen, �aquibiaxialen und planaren Dehndeformationen mit
nur zwei nichtlinearen Materialparametern a1 und a2. W�ahrend die Dissipation in
Scherung von beiden Materialparametern abh�angt, ist die Dissipation in Dehnung nur
von dem Materialparameter a1 abh�angig, der die maximale Spannung fmax bestimmt.

Damit steht jetzt eine rheologische Zustandsgleichung zur Verf�ugung, von der zu
erwarten ist, da� sie die nichtlineare Viskoelastizit�at von linearen und langketten-
verzweigten Polymerschmelzen bei beliebiger Deformationsgeschichte modelliert.
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1 Introduction

In many polymer processes, the polymer melt is not only subjected to shear ow,
but also to considerable extensional or stretching ows, especially in blow moulding,
vacuum forming, and �bre-spinning, but also in calandering and extrusion. Hence, a
constitutive equation which allows a consistent description of polymer melt rheology
under shear and biaxial deformations is necessary for simulation of polymer process-
ing by numerical methods. A constitutive equation relates stress and deformation,
and should allow predictions of the state-of-stress for any arbitrary deformation his-
tory, i.e. not only either for simple shear ow or either for extensional ows. The
predictions of shear ow and extensional ows provide material parameters which can
be used for simulation and optimisation of polymer processes.

The rheology of polymer melts is intensively inuenced by ow kinematics. While the
shear viscosity at start-up ow never rises above the zero-shear viscosity �0, deter-
mined by measurements at small shear-rates, and exhibits shear-thinning, the tran-
sient viscosity in uni- and biaxial ow exhibits strain-hardening, except for the second
planar viscosity. The quantitative amount of strain-hardening depends on the melt
architecture, i.e. whether the polymer melt consists of a linear or a branched struc-
ture. This di�erent rheological behaviour makes it extremely di�cult to develop a
constitutive equation which quantitatively describes both shear and extensional rhe-
ology in start-up ows. Furthermore, the experimentally observed time/deformation
separability must be veri�ed by the constitutive equation for stress relaxation after a
shear step-strain experiment.

By use of the phenomenological K-BKZ single-integral model (1963) [4], �rst progress
was made in qualitatively predicting some aspects of polymer rheology with exible
kernel functions which allow to �t uniaxial and shear data uniformly by empirical
material parameters, but which fail for planar ow. Doi and Edwards (1978) [18],
[19] introduced the tube model with a universal non-linear strain measure for poly-
mer melts where the stress is governed only by orientation of the polymer chains,
and time/deformation separability is observed. While the shear-thinning behaviour of
polymer melts is at least qualitatively predicted, the Doi-Edwards (DE) model cannot
predict any strain-hardening behaviour in extensional ows [81]. For this reason, the
tube model was modi�ed in such a way that stretch processes of the tube segments
due to ow and according to the topology of the melt are taken into account [39], [85],
[86], [41]. In the molecular stress function (MSF) theory of Wagner et al. (1998) [79],
all extensional modes can be described consistently with only one non-linear material
parameter, but this model cannot predict shear ow quantitatively.

However, constitutive modelling can only be approached successfully if reliable exper-
imental data are available. While shear ow rheometry has been state of the art for
many decades now, the investigation of strain-hardening in extensional ows is still in
development, particularly concerning general biaxial extension of polymer melts. Ex-
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tensional ow rheometry is di�cult to perform as the polymer melt deforms with a free
surface in contrast to shear ow rheology where the sample is con�ned between two
adjacent solid surfaces. But after the advent of new experimental techniques, above all
the progress in the rotary clamp technique [14], [49], [23], more and more extensional
data are available.

In this work, experimental data of a linear (HDPE) and a long-chain-branched (LDPE)
polyethylene melt measured in shear ow by Kraft (1996) [27], and in uniaxial, equib-
iaxial, and planar extensional ow by Hachmann (1996) [23] are analysed with the
intention to check and improve tube models. Measurements in shear ow with rota-
tional rheometry, and in uniaxial elongational ow with a commercial elongational
rheometer RME [49] were repeated to prove the reliability of the experimental data.
Additionally, shear relaxation experiments were performed to extend the number of
non-linear rheological experiments for the purpose of veri�cation of improved consti-
tutive equations. Further uniaxial elongational tests were performed on many linear,
short-chain-branched and long-chain-branched polymer melts. Simultaneously, exper-
imental problems with the commercial elongational rheometer RME are revealed, and
experimental results of our RME are compared to results of other RMEs and of the
M�unstedt tensile rheometer (MTR).

The aim of this work is then the development of a general rheological constitutive
equation for polymer melts which allows to describe extensional ows and shear ow
consistently by taking into account the DE tube model and extending the MSF theory.
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2 Basics of Rheology

2.1 Fundamentals

2.1.1 The state-of-stress tensor and constitutive equations

Constitutive equations describe the relationship between the state-of-stress and the
deformation history. Generally, stress is de�ned as force per unit area. If K is the force
vector per unit area acting on a surface characterised by the normal vector n [77], then

K = � � n (2.1)

with the stress tensor �. According to the principle of conservation of angular mo-
mentum, the stress tensor is a symmetric tensor. Hence, � is equal to its transpose �T

denoted by the superscript T . The nine components of the stress tensor �

� =

0
B@ �11 �12 �13
�21 �22 �23
�31 �32 �33

1
CA (2.2)

specify completely the state-of-stress at a material point. The �rst subscript of �
indicates the surface on which the component acts, and the second subscript the
direction corresponding to the coordinate axis (�g. 2.1). A symmetric tensor can be

σ
σ

σ

σ

σ
21

σ

σ

12

13

22

23

33

x

x

x

1

32

31

2

3

σ

σ
11

Figure 2.1: De�nition of the stress tensor [20].

transformed to principle axes, in which the tensor only has diagonal components. The
transformation of the stress tensor � to its diagonal form leads to the three invariants
of � which are independent of the coordinate system chosen:
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I1 = tr� = �11 + �22 + �33 (2.3)

I2 =
1

2
[tr2(� � tr�2] (2.4)

I3 = det � (2.5)

det is the determinant, and tr the trace of a tensor.

The stress tensor � can be divided into an isotropic and a deviatoric part [6],

� = �pE + T (2.6)

where p is the isotropic pressure, E the unit tensor and T the extra stress tensor with
trT = 0. For incompressible materials, a constant isotropic pressure can be added
without any inuence on the ow �eld. Hence, only normal stress di�erences are of
relevance in the rheology of incompressible materials. For isotropic, homogeneous and
incompressible "simple" liquids, the relationship between the stress tensor and the
deformation history can be described by [77]

�(t) = �pE + =t0=t
t0=�1(C t(t

0)) (2.7)

=t0=t
t0=�1 is a functional depending on the relative Cauchy tensor C t(t

0). Since C t(t
0)

is a rotationfree tensor (chapt. 2.1.2), the principle of frame invariance [32] is obeyed
which requires independence of any time-dependent rotation. Equations of the type of
Eq. (2.7) are called "constitutive equations".

2.1.2 The deformation gradient

Deformations appear if distances between material points change with motion [1], [6],
[32]. To describe arbitrary deformations, it is thus necessary to compare the distance
of two uid particles at some past time t0, given by the vector d x0, and the distance
of the same two particles at the instant t of observation, denoted by d x. The relation
between these two vectors can be expressed by

d x0 = F t(t
0) � d x (2.8)

with the relative deformation gradient tensor F t between time t and t0 de�ned as

F t(t
0) =

@ x0

@ x
(2.9)

and Fij = @x0i=@xj, respectively.

The inverse deformation gradient F �1

t , F�1

ij = @xi=@x
0

j,

d x = F �1

t (t0) � d x0 (2.10)
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relates the past distant d x0 to the distance d x at the observation time t.

The relative deformation gradient F t(t
0) can be expressed as the product of the relative

stretch tensor U t(t
0) and the relative rotation tensor R t(t

0),

F t(t
0) = R t(t

0) � U t(t
0) (2.11)

Hence, F t(t
0) depends on stretch (i.e. change of the distance between material points)

as well as (rigid) rotation.

The square distance d x02 of two material points before deformation can be determined
by

d x02 = F t(t
0) � d x � F t(t

0) � d x = d x � F T
t (t

0) � F t(t
0) � d x = d x � C t(t

0) � d x (2.12)

which de�nes the relative Cauchy tensor C t(t
0) as

C t(t
0) = F T

t (t
0) � F t(t

0) = U 2

t (t
0) (2.13)

The inverse of the relative Cauchy tensor, the Finger tensor C �1

t (t0), is then given by

C �1

t (t0) = (F T
t (t

0) � F t(t
0))�1 = F �1

t (t0) � (F �1

t (t0))T = U �2

t (t0) (2.14)

C t(t
0) and C �1

t (t0) are rotationfree, symmetric deformation tensors. The three invari-
ants of the Finger tensor C �1

t (t0) are

I1 = tr(C �1

t (t0)) (2.15)

I2 =
1

2
[(tr(C �1

t (t0)))2 � tr(C �2

t (t0))] (2.16)

I3 = det(C �1

t (t0)) (2.17)

The incompressibility condition corresponds to I3 � 1. For in�nitesimal deformations,
a linear strain measure " t(t

0) can be derived from the gradient of the displacement
vector u(t0) = x(t)� x(t0),

" t(t
0) =

1

2

h
r u+ (r u)T

i
(2.18)

where the symbolic vector r = d=dx denotes the gradient.

Taking the time derivative of F �1

t (t0) and considering t0 ! t [77], the velocity gradient
� is given by

@

@t
F �1

t (t0)jt0!t = r v = � (2.19)

with the velocity vector v of a uid particle at time t.

The rate-of-deformation tensor D = 1=2 (� + �T ) is de�ned as the symmetric part
of the velocity gradient, and the rate-of-rotation tensor W = 1=2 (� � �T ) as the
antisymmetric part,

� = D +W (2.20)
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2.1.3 Shear

A simple shear deformation can be achieved by shearing a sample between two parallel
plates which have a �xed distance. The shear force is tangential to the moving surface,
and the shear stress �12 is de�ned by the force divided by the tangential area on which
the force acts. Considering a unit cube (�g. 2.2), the inverse relative deformation

t’

(γ,1,0)
γ

t

(1,0,0)x1 1x

x3 3x

x2 x2

(1,0,0)

(0,1,0)

Figure 2.2: De�nition of shear.

gradient F �1

t (t0) in shear is given by [6]

F �1

t (t0) =

0
B@ 1 (t; t0) 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

1
CA (2.21)

with the relative shear deformation (t; t0)

(t; t0) = (t)� (t0) (2.22)

The relative Finger tensor C �1

t (t0) and the relative Cauchy tensor C t(t
0) in shear are

then

C �1

t (t0) =

0
B@ 1 + 2(t; t0) (t; t0) 0

(t; t0) 1 0
0 0 1

1
CA (2.23)

C t(t
0) =

0
B@ 1 �(t; t0) 0
�(t; t0) 1 + 2(t; t0) 0

0 0 1

1
CA (2.24)

For simple shear, the invariants I1 and I2 are equal,

I1 = I2 = 3 + 2(t; t0) (2.25)

The velocity gradient � is given by

� = r v =

0
B@ 0 _ 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

1
CA (2.26)
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and the rate-of-deformation tensor D by

D =
1

2

0
B@ 0 _ 0

_ 0 0
0 0 0

1
CA (2.27)

with _ being the shear-rate.

If for start-up ow experiments in shear, a material is sheared with a constant shear-
rate _ starting at time t = 0,

_ =

(
0 t � 0
_ = const: t > 0

(2.28)

then the shear viscosity �( _; t), the �rst normal stress coe�cient 	1( _; t), and the
second normal stress coe�cient 	2( _; t) are de�ned as

�( _; t) =
�21
_

(2.29)

	1( _; t) =
�11 � �22

_2
=
N1

_2
(2.30)

	2( _; t) =
�22 � �33

_2
=
N2

_2
(2.31)

with the �rst normal stress di�erence N1 = �11 � �22, and the second normal stress
di�erence N2 = �22 � �33.

�( _; t), 	1( _; t), and 	2( _; t) decrease with increasing shear-rate _, the so-called
shear-thinning or softening phenomenon. At long times, �( _; t), 	1( _; t), and 	2( _; t)
approach constant steady-state values. For small shear-rates, the shear viscosity
is equal to the linear-viscoelastic shear viscosity, the so-called zero-shear viscos-
ity �0(t) = lim _!0 �( _; t). Also the normal stress coe�cients 	1( _; t), and 	2( _; t)
approach limiting values for small shear-rates, i.e. 	1;0(t) = lim _!0	1( _; t) and
	2;0(t) = lim _!0	2( _; t) [11].

2.1.4 Extension

Considering a cube with the undeformed side length l at time t0, and a deformed cube
with sides li (i = 1; 2; 3) at time t, the relative Hencky strain "i = "i(t; t

0) is de�ned by

"i(t; t
0) = ln�i(t; t

0) = ln
li(t)

l(t0)
= "i(t)� "i(t

0) (2.32)

with the stretch ratio �i = �i(t; t
0).
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The Stephenson classi�cation system for extensional ows with constant extensional
or strain-rates _"i is described in [51]. Assuming incompressibility, for all extensional
ows the relation

_"1 + _"2 + _"3 = r v = tr D = 0 (2.33)

is valid. A Cartesian coordinate system is chosen in such a way that _"1 � _"2 � _"3,
which allows to describe all extensional ows with two parameters, _" and m, whereby

_" = _"1 > 0 (2.34)

and

m =
_"2
_"1

(2.35)

The values of m are in the range of �0:5 � m � 1. Fig. 2.3 shows how samples change

1

3

2
2

3

1

m = -0.5
planar extension:
m = 0

uniaxial elongation: equibiaxial extension:
m = 1

3

2

1

Figure 2.3: Modes of extensional ows.

their shape after simple or uniaxial elongation (m = �0:5), equibiaxial extension
(m = 1), and planar (m = 0) extension.

For extensional ows, the rate-of-deformation tensor D is equal to the velocity gradient
�

� = r v =

0
B@ _"1 0 0

0 _"2 0
0 0 _"3

1
CA = _"

0
B@ 1 0 0

0 m 0
0 0 �(1 +m)

1
CA = D (2.36)

Hence, extensional ows are also called irrotational ows.

For irrotational ows, the relative inverse deformation gradient F �1

t (t0),

F �1

t (t0) =

0
BB@
� 0 0
0 �m 0

0 0 ��(1 +m)

1
CCA =

0
BB@
e" 0 0
0 em" 0

0 0 e�(1 +m)"

1
CCA (2.37)
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is a symmetric tensor. The relative Cauchy tensor C t(t
0) and the relative Finger tensor

C �1

t (t0) are then given by

C t(t
0) =

0
BB@
��2 0 0

0 ��2m 0

0 0 �2(1 +m)

1
CCA =

0
BB@
e�2" 0 0

0 e�2m" 0

0 0 e2(1 +m)"

1
CCA (2.38)

and

C �1

t (t0) =

0
BB@
�2 0 0

0 �2m 0

0 0 ��2(1 +m)

1
CCA =

0
BB@
e2" 0 0

0 e2m" 0

0 0 e�2(1 +m)"

1
CCA (2.39)

For extensional ows, the �rst and second invariant are

I1 = e2" + e2m" + e�2(1 +m)" (2.40)

I2 = e�2" + e�2m" + e2(1 +m)" (2.41)

I1 is identical to I2 for the planar case, which is therefore also called pure shear.

In extensional ows, only normal stresses appear. The state-of-stress can be speci�ed
completely by the two normal stress di�erences �1 = �11 � �33 and �2 = �22 � �33.
The elongational viscosities �1 and �2 are then de�ned as

�1 =
�11 � �33

_"
=
�1
_"

(2.42)

�2 =
�22 � �33

_"
=
�2
_"

(2.43)

Rescaled to the zero-shear viscosity �0(t) [81], the extensional viscosities become

�1;m =
1

2(2 +m)
�1 (2.44)

�2;m =
1

2(2m+ 1)
�2 (2.45)

Eqs. (2.42-2.45) de�ne the uniaxial viscosity (�u or �u), the equibiaxial viscosity (�e or
�e), the �rst planar viscosity (�p1 or �p1) in the extensional direction, and the second
planar viscosity, the so-called cross-viscosity, (�p2 or �p2) in the neutral direction.
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2.2 Linear viscoelasticity

The Boltzmann superposition principle states that the total e�ect of applying several
deformations is the sum of the e�ects of applying each one separately. It enables the
calculation of the stress components resulting from any type of deformation as long as
the deformation is small enough. According to the superposition principle, the basic
constitutive equation of linear viscoelasticity can be derived by summing the e�ects
of all deformations between times �1 and t,

� = �pE + 2

tZ
�1

�

G(t� t0)D(t0) dt0 (2.46)

�

G (t) = �12=0 is the linear-viscoelastic shear relaxation modulus which describes the
stress relaxation after a small step-shear deformation of magnitude 0.

An alternative form of the constitutive equation of linear viscoelasticity is obtained

by introducing the linear-viscoelastic memory function
�

m (t� t0),

�

m (t� t0) = d
�

G(t� t0)= dt0 (2.47)

and integrating Eq. (2.46),

� = �pE + 2

tZ
�1

�

m (t� t0) " t(t
0) dt0 (2.48)

Linear viscoelasticity can be modelled by considering several Maxwell models con-
sisting of linear spring elements with moduli gi and viscous dashpot elements with
constant viscosities �i which are connected in series as shown in �g. 2.4 [21]. Liquids
with memory possess viscous as well as elastic properties. Viscosities �i and moduli gi
de�ne relaxation times �i = �i=gi. Introducing a discrete spectrum of relaxation times,

... i ...

g g

η ηη

g
1

1

2

2

i

i

Figure 2.4: Maxwell model [21].
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Eq. (2.46) can be expressed as

� = �pE + 2

tZ
�1

X
i

gi e
�(t� t0)=�i D(t0) dt0 (2.49)

The most common way of determining the spectrum of relaxation times is small am-
plitude oscillatory shear deformation in the cone-and-plate geometry. A sample is
subjected to a sinusoidal shear deformation

 = 0 sin!t (2.50)

where 0 is the strain amplitude and ! the frequency. The response of the shear stress
to such a strain history is

� = 0 [G
0(!)sin!t+G00(!)cos!t] (2.51)

The shear stress is proportional to the strain amplitude 0, if 0 is small enough. G
0

is called the storage modulus and is in phase with the strain, G00 is the loss modulus
and in phase with the strain-rate. A complete elastic material stores all mechanical
energy (G00 = 0), a Newtonian liquid dissipates all mechanical energy (G0 = 0). For a
discrete relaxation spectrum, G0 and G00 are given by [21]

G0(!) =
X
i

gi
!2� 2i

!2� 2i + 1
(2.52)

G00(!) =
X
i

gi
!�i

!2� 2i + 1
(2.53)

For viscoelastic uids, the time-dependent linear-viscoelastic shear relaxation modulus
�

G (t) decreases monotonically with increasing time (i.e. viscoelastic liquids show a
"fading memory") and is given by

�

G(t) =
X
i

gi e
�t=�i (2.54)

The memory function
�

m(t) can then be expressed by

�

m(t) =
X
i

gi
�i
e�t=�i (2.55)

The linear-viscoelastic zero-shear viscosity �0(t) for start-up of steady shear ow is
calculated from Eq. (2.49),

�0(t) =
X
i

gi�i(1� e�t=�i) (2.56)

�0(t) forms an envelope for all shear viscosities �( _; t) (Eq. (2.29)) measured in start-up
of steady shear ow experiments [11].
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Also for small constant shear-rates, the second order limit of the �rst normal stress
coe�cient 	1( _; t) (Eq. (2.30)), can be calculated from Eq. (2.49)

	1;0(t) = 2
X
i

gi�
2

i (1� (1 +
t

�i
)e�t=�i) (2.57)

which forms an envelope for all �rst normal stress coe�cients 	1( _; t) [11].

Rheological properties are temperature-dependent [12]. Measurements of G0 and G00 at
di�erent temperatures can be shifted onto a single master curve by use of the principle
of "time-temperature superposition". For polymer melts, the shift factor aT for shift
of data measured at the test temperature T , to the reference temperature T0 can
be calculated by the Arrhenius equation with an activation energy Ea, an activation
energy for ow [12], which is valid for temperatures higher than 100 K above the glass
transition temperature.

For relaxation times �i;T at test temperature T and �i;T0 at reference temperature T0,
the shift factor aT is

ln(
�i;T
�i;T0

) = ln aT =
Ea

R (
1

T
� 1

T0
) (2.58)

R is the ideal gas constant.

There is also a shift factor bT in the vertical direction, which takes into account the
temperature-dependent change in density and modulus,

ln(
�T0T0
�TT

) = ln bT =
Eb

R (
1

T
� 1

T0
) (2.59)

�T0 is the density at T0, and �T the density at T . The activation energy Eb is deter-
mined experimentally by measurements at di�erent temperatures. bT is often neglected;
however, as shown in [27], it should not be neglected.

2.3 Network models

2.3.1 Entropy elasticity

The theory of entropy elasticity [73], [72] is developed for rubber by considering a
three-dimensional network model consisting of exible, long-chain molecules which
are connected permanently by chemical bonds. Although the topology of the net-
work is �xed by chemical cross-links, the molecular strands between the cross-links
are free to move which allows for an enormous number of conformations due to ran-
dom thermal (Brownian) motion of the chain elements. Already a small number of
cross-links between chains forms a coherent network with only weak forces between
the molecules. The given test macromolecule will be continually changing its confor-
mation in a very short time. Therefore, it is necessary to characterise the statistical
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properties of the long-chain molecule by an idealised model, the freely jointed chain
(�g. 2.5). The freely jointed chain between two cross-links contains n0 links of equal
length b, the so-called Kuhn segments, and is described by its end-to-end vector r,
involving the distance between two cross-links jrj and the completely random direction
in space of the chain. The cross-links are separated on average by a distance a0 = jrj
at equilibrium. Of interest are the time-averaged values of the end-to-end distance,p
< r2 >, which are uctuating wildly with time.

r
b

3

x2

1x

n 0

x
Figure 2.5: The freely jointed chain.

The probability Pr(r) d r to �nd a chain with end-to-end distance between jrj and
jr + d rj is independent of the orientation of the end-to-end vector r and is given by a
Gaussian distribution function  0(r) [73], if jrj << n0b,

Pr(r) d r =  0(r)d
3r =

�
3

2�n0b2

�3=2
exp

 
� 3r2

2n0b2

!
d3r (2.60)

 0 is the isotropic distribution function at equilibrium. The square of the average
distance a0 is then given by

a2
0
= hr2i0 =

Z
 0(r)r

2d3r = n0b
2 (2.61)

If the end-to-end distance is increased, the increase of the Helmholtz free energy dW
can either be caused by an increase of the internal energy dU or by a decrease of the
entropy dS,

dW = dU � TdS (2.62)

According to the assumption of a freely jointed chain, the change of the internal energy
dU is zero, and the stress results from a decrease of the entropy only

S = k ln 0(r) = constant� 3kr2

2n0b2
(2.63)

which simpli�es Eq. (2.62) to

dW =
3kT

n0b2
r � dr (2.64)

with the Boltzmann constant k.
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Di�erentiating the free energy W with respect to the vector r, the force K(r), which
acts on the chain ends, can be derived as

K(r) =
dW

d r
=

3kT

n0b2
r =

3kT

hr2i0 r (2.65)

Eq. (2.65) gives the tension in a single polymer strand. To derive the stress for a
network consisting of an enormous number of molecular strands, the following as-
sumptions have to be made [73]:

1. The network contains N0 chain segments per unit volume. (A chain segment
is de�ned as a segment of a macromolecule between two successive points of
cross-links.)

2. The mean-square end-to-end distance for all chain segments in the undeformed
state of the network is equal to a corresponding set of free chains.

3. The volume remains constant and the cross-links move a�nely with the macro-
scopic deformation.

4. The entropy of the network is the sum of the entropies of each single chain
according to Eq. (2.63).

Due to the a�ne deformation assumption, the undeformed end-to-end vector r 0 is
transformed by the inverse deformation gradient F �1

t to the deformed vector r

r = F �1

t � r 0 =
q
hr2i0 � F �1

t � u =
q
hr2i0 u0 (2.66)

which can also be expressed by introducing the unit vector u and the deformed unit
vector u0 = F �1

t � u. The stress tensor of this network model is given by [5]

� = �pE +N0hK ri = �pE + 3N0kT hu0u0i (2.67)

where h:::i denotes an integral over an isotropic distribution of unit vectors before
deformation.

It can be shown that 3hu0u0i is equal to the Finger tensor C �1

t (n) with n indicating
the undeformed, stress-free state [66]. Thus, the classical constitutive equation of a
neo-Hookean elastic solid is obtained as

� = �pE +N0kTC
�1

t (n) (2.68)

which introduces a linear relation between the stress tensor � and the Finger ten-
sor C �1

t (n). Eq. (2.68) allows a qualitative description of experimental stress-strain
measurements of rubbers with deviations at large and small deformations. At large
deformations, the Gaussian distribution fails because the chain length is limited. At
small deformations, intermolecular interactions, which are not considered in the clas-
sical theory, lead to deviations between experimental results and theory.
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2.3.2 Rubberlike-liquid theory

Polymeric melts behave not only elastic but also viscous. For this reason, Lodge ex-
tended the theory of neo-Hookean elasticity to polymeric melts by "liquifying" the
rubber. For this purpose, he made the following additional assumptions [36]:

5. The network cross-links are no longer chemical junctions, but physical junctions
("entanglements"). A physical junction is de�ned as "a connection between two
chains which are constraint in such a way that the link points move together for
at least a minimum length of time greater than the uctuation period � �" [36].
Junctions are dissolved and reformed immediately due to their thermal motion.
Hence, network segments are characterised by creation rates N�

i and loss rates
�i. i denotes network strands of type i.

6. Upon creation, network strands have an isotropic distribution function.

7. N�

i and �i are constant.

Assumptions 5 and 7 lead to a di�erential equation describing the loss of junctions
[76]:

dNi(t; t
0)

dt
+

1

�i
Ni(t; t

0) = 0 (2.69)

If N�

i dt
0 chains of type i are created between times t0 and t0+dt0, the number of chains

Ni(t; t
0) dt0 of type i per unit volume at time t is obtained by integration of Eq. (2.69),

Ni(t; t
0) dt0 = N�

i exp(�
t� t0

�i
)dt0 (2.70)

Replacing N0 in Eq. (2.68) by Eq. (2.70) and n by t0, and integrating from �1 to t
results in the stress tensor of the rubberlike liquid,

� = �pE +

tZ
�1

kT
X
i

N�

i exp(�
t� t0

�i
)C �1

t (t0) dt0 (2.71)

Contributing to the stress are only those chains which have experienced a deformation
described by the relative Finger tensor C �1

t (t0), and which still exist at time t. Due
to the fading memory, deformations in the distant past are less relevant for the state-
of-stress than deformations in the near past.

Introducing the memory function
�

m(t� t0) (Eq. (2.47)),

�

m (t� t0) =
@

�

G(t� t0)

@t0
= kT

X
i

N�

i exp(�
t� t0

�i
) (2.72)
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the rubber-liquid constitutive equation of Lodge can be expressed as [76]

� = �pE +

tZ
�1

�

m (t� t0)C �1

t (t0) dt0 (2.73)

For in�nitesimal deformations, this constitutive equation reduces to the equation of
linear viscoelasticity, Eq. (2.46). Eq. (2.73) qualitatively predicts many of the phe-
nomena of viscoelastic ow [32], i.e. the �rst normal stress di�erence in shear, gradual
stress relaxation after cessation of ow, elastic recovery of strain and strain-hardening
in elongation. Major problems of the rubber-liquid constitutive equation of Lodge are
that it does not describe a shear thinning viscosity and that it overemphasises elas-
ticity of viscoelastic uids, i.e. it overpredicts elastic stresses and elastic recoverable
strains [83].

2.3.3 Damping function

The rubberlike-liquid theory overpredicts the stress of polymer melts because three
assumptions of this theory are questionable [76], i.e. the assumption of a�ne deforma-
tion, of isotropy of the distribution function and of constant creation and loss rates.
Modifying the last assumption, Wagner suggested that there exist 'two independent
decay mechanisms for network strands of type i' [83], namely

1. the linear-viscoelastic (time-dependent) relaxation with decay probability 1=�i,

2. decay of network junctions with increasing deformation due to disentanglement.

The probability h(I1; I2) for a network strand to survive a certain deformation was
assumed to depend on scalar measures of the deformation, i.e. the �rst (I1) and sec-
ond (I2) invariant of the Finger tensor. As 0 < h(I1; I2) � 1, h(I1; I2) describes an
additional damping of the memory of a rubberlike liquid with increasing deformation,
h(I1; I2) was called "damping function".

The constitutive equation of the modi�ed rubberlike-liquid theory is given by [76]

� = �pE +

tZ
�1

�

m(t� t0) h(I1; I2)C
�1

t dt0 (2.74)

Eq. (2.74) is also called the "Wagner I" equation [32]. Wagner [76] showed that
Eq. (2.74) describes shear viscosity � and �rst normal stress coe�cient 	1 as well
as elongational data quantitatively, but it does not allow to predict the second nor-
mal stress coe�cient 	2. Furthermore, Demarmels and Meissner [13] demonstrated
that a linear combination of I1 and I2 cannot describe multiaxial extensions and shear
simultaneously.
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The damping function h(I1; I2) depends only on deformation and is temperature-

independent. While the memory function
�

m(t� t0) can be determined from the linear-
viscoelastic relaxation spectrum, h(I1; I2) has to be determined by appropriate non-
linear experiments.

One possibility are relaxation tests in which the polymer melt is subjected to various
step-strains at time t = 0. The corresponding stress relaxation is from Eq. (2.74),

�(t) = �pE+ �

G(t) h(I1; I2)C
�1

t (0) (2.75)

By measuring the non-linear relaxation modulus G(t; I1; I2) at large step-strains,

G(t; I1; I2) =
�

G(t) h(I1; I2) (2.76)

the damping function can be determined from the ratio of the non-linear to the linear
relaxation modulus [76],

h(I1; I2) =
G(t; I1; I2)

�

G(t)
(2.77)

Step-strain experiments are usually used to determine the damping function for simple
shear ow.

Another possibility to determine h(I1; I2) are start-up ow experiments in which the
sample is deformed at a constant deformation rate. The stress tensor is then from
Eq. (2.74),

� = �pE +

tZ
0

�

m(t� t0) h(t� t0)C �1

t (t� t0) d(t� t0) + h(t)
�

G(t)C �1

t (0) (2.78)

By partial integration and solving for h(t), the damping function can be calculated
from measured data by [76]

h(t) =

h
� + pE

i
ij

�

G(t)
�

tZ
0

h
� + pE

i
ij

�

m (t0)
�

G 2(t0)
dt0

h
C �1

t (0)
i
ij

(2.79)

Start-up ow experiments are mainly used to determine damping functions in exten-
sional ows.

Several possibilities exist to �t the damping functions to deformation-dependent ap-
proximation functions, i.e. by a single exponential function or a linear combination of
exponential functions [33], [76] or by functions of a sigmoidal form [57].
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2.4 Tube models

Doi and Edwards (1978) [18], [19] developed a non-linear strain measure from a mole-
cular theory which is based on the tube model introduced by Edwards (1968). In
combination with the reptation theory of de Gennes (1971), this model predicts a
speci�c linear-viscoelastic relaxation spectrum for monodisperse melts. Here, only the
non-linear aspects of the tube model are considered.

Polymer chains cannot pass freely through each other. Surrounding chains act as topo-
logical constraints, and con�ne each chain inside a tube-like region (�g. 2.6). Hence, a
macromolecular chain cannot move laterally, but only longitudinally within the tube.
The tube model is characterised by the equilibrium (i.e. "no-ow") tube diameter a0.

a

a

b

r

0

0

0

0r  = a0 Primitive step
Kuhn segmentb

Tube contour length

Figure 2.6: Tube model in equilibrium Figure 2.7: Slip-link model

The number n of Kuhn segments of length b ("monomer units") which are found per
length l of the tube, i.e. the line density n=l, is related to the tube diameter a0 by

n=l = a0=b
2 (2.80)

The centre line of the tube, called the primitive path by Doi and Edwards [18], is a
random walk with a primitive step length r0 corresponding to a0. The real chain is
wriggling around the primitive chain.

According to Doi and Edwards, stress relaxation after a step-strain deformation occurs
by two di�erent mechanisms. Firstly, after deformation the chain retracts fast by
equilibrating along the tube contour and secondly, the chain di�uses out of the chain by
reptation. The �rst relaxation process in a stress relaxation experiment is schematically
represented in �g. 2.8. In the undeformed state t < 0, the chain is at equilibrium.
Immediately after deformation (t � 0), the polymer chain is stretched a�nely within
the a�nely deformed tube. Shortly after deformation, the polymer molecule relaxes
to its original length L0 by the �rst, very rapid relaxation mechanism. This relaxation
process is terminated at a time Teq which depends on the square of the molecular weight
(Teq � M2). Then, the second, very slow relaxation process occurs. Due to thermal
motion, the polymer chain reptates longitudinally within the tube. In doing so, the
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chain ends evacuate the deformed and thereby oriented tube, and form, constrained by
surrounding chains, a new, randomly oriented tube. The time-dependent percentage

t = Teqt > 0

L0

0L

t < 0

Figure 2.8: Tube model in the stress relaxation experiment

of the deformed tube which is still occupied by the macromolecule at a time t (with
t � Teq) and which gives a contribution to the stress tensor is given by [9]

Pt(t) =
X
i odd

8

�2i2
� e
� i

2t

Td (2.81)

After a disengagement time Td, the polymer chain has completely evacuated the orig-
inal tube, and the stress has completely relaxed. According to reptation theory, Td
depends on the third power of the molecular weight (Td �M3). Since the dependence
of Teq on molecular weight M is only quadratic, and M is a large number, Td and
Teq represent widely di�erent time scales, which explains why polymer melts show
time/deformation separability.

Alternatively, the constraints formed by surrounding chains can be modelled as slip-
links (�g. 2.7) [19]. Slip-links are small rings through which the chain can reptate
freely and which are separated randomly by a distance r0 = a0 (corresponding to
the tube diameter). Wagner and Schae�er implemented the slip-link idea into the
rubberlike-liquid theory [84], [85]: At equilibrium, a network strand between two slip-
links contains n0 monomer units of length b (�g. 2.9),

n0b
2 = a0 r0 = a2

0
(2.82)

The orientation distribution of network strands is isotropic. The mean �eld of sur-
rounding chains is equivalent to an equilibrium force K eq which acts on the chain
ends and is given with Eqs. (2.61) and (2.65) by

K eq =
3kT

n0b2
r 0 =

3kT

a0r0
r 0 =

3kT

a0
u (2.83)
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The vector r 0 = a0 u joins two slip-links in equilibrium conformation, with u being
the unit vector, k the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature.

The stress tensor � at equilibrium, derived from Eq. (2.67), is given by

� = �pE + 3N0kT huui0 = �pE +N0kTE (2.84)

with N0 the number of tube segments per polymer chain. h:::i0 denotes an average over
an isotropic distribution function,  0 = 1=(4�), of unit vectors u and can be expressed
as a surface integral over the unit sphere [19],

h:::i0 = 1

4�

I Z
[:::] sin�0 d�0 d'0 (2.85)

Eq. (2.84) demonstrates that the stress tensor is isotropic at equilibrium.

=0

0

0

= r0

-1

tF
n

r r u

u’r

n(r)

Figure 2.9: Vector r joining two slip-links after deformation

Considering now a step deformation at time t = 0, and assuming an a�ne deformation
of the slip-links, the vector r 0 joining two slip-links is transformed by the relative
deformation gradient F �1

t into the vector r (�g. 2.9)

r = F �1

t � r 0 = a0 F
�1

t � u = a0 u
0 (2.86)

The polymer molecules slide through the slip-links. Consequently, the number of Kuhn
segments n0 between two slip-links will change to n(r), depending on the distance
r = jrj = a0 ju0j = a0 u

0. The slip occurs during the �rst, fast relaxation process and is
characterised by a slip-function S(r) describing the degree of slip. Relating the number
of Kuhn segments n(r) between two slip-links after deformation to the number n0
before deformation, S(r) can be de�ned as

S(r) = n(r)=n0 (2.87)

The force K(r) in the chain between two slip-links after the step deformation can be
derived from Eq. (2.83) with Eqs. (2.82) and (2.87),

K(r) =
3kT

n(r)b2
r =

3kT

S(r)a0
u0 (2.88)
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Some of the tube segments are destroyed by deformation not only at the chain ends,
but also along the chain because of constraint release. Starting at equilibrium with
N0d
=4� chain segments in a space angle d
=4�, the number of chain segments which
survive a given deformation is described by N(r)d
=4�. N(r) is a unique function of
the distance r = a0u of two slip-links. Considering the mass balance, N(r) and n(r)
are related by

hN(r)n(r)i = N0n0 = P0 (2.89)

in which P0 is the degree of polymerisation (the total number of monomer units in
a chain). The disentanglement function D(r) is the relation of the number of chains
(N(r)) after deformation to the one (N0) before deformation, and expresses the degree
of disentanglement,

D(r) =
N(r)

N0

(2.90)

Eq. (2.89) relates the disentanglement function D(r) to the slip-function S(r),

hD(r) � S(r)i = 1 (2.91)

The stress tensor for times t = Teq is given by

�(Teq) = �pE + 3N0kT h(D(r)=S(r))u0u0i0 (2.92)

Introducing the percentage Pt(t) of still occupied tube into Eq. (2.92), the stress re-
laxation can be described by

�(t) = �pE + 3N0kTPt(t)h(D(r)=S(r))u0u0i0 (2.93)

The time-dependent linear relaxation modulus
�

G(t) is given by

�

G(t) = 3N0kTPt(t)g
�1 (2.94)

with the norm g�1

g�1 = lim
F �1

t
!E
h(D(r)=S(r))u0u0i0 : h(D(r)=S(r))u0u0i0 (2.95)

De�ning the non-linear strain measure S t,

S t = gh(D(r)=S(r))u0u0i0 (2.96)

the stress tensor � is given by

�(t) = �pE+ �

G(t)S t (2.97)
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With the side condition of Eq. (2.91), Eq. (2.97) contains the constitutive equations
of Lodge and Wagner I [84]: Assuming no slip (i.e. S(r) = 1) and no disentanglement
(i.e. D(r) = 1), Eq. (2.97) becomes Lodge's rubberlike-liquid constitutive equation
with S t = 3 hu0u0i0 = C �1

t .

Assuming an independence of slip and disentanglement on segmental orientation,
Eq. (2.91) reduces to

hD(r) � S(r)i = D(r) � S(r) = 1 (2.98)

and hence, the non-linear strain measure S t can be expressed by

S t = gD2(r) hu0u0i0 = D2(r)C �1

t = h(I1; I2)C
�1

t (2.99)

h(I1; I2) is the damping function which was introduced phenomenologically by Wagner
(chapt. 2.3.3) and is now seen to be due to an isotropic disentanglement of polymer
chains.

2.4.1 Doi-Edwards theory

The basic assumption of the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory is that the force K in the
deformed polymer chain is equal to the force at equilibrium, K eq,

jKj = jK eqj (2.100)

i.e. that there is no change of the tube diameter with deformation.

With the assumption that the line density n(r)=r for t � Teq is equal to the equilibrium
line density n0=r0, or that the tube radius remains constant a = a0, the slip-function
is given by

S(r) =
n(r)

n0
=

a r

a0r0
=

r

r0
= ju0j = u0 (2.101)

Since the degree of polymerisation does not change, D(r) can be obtained from
Eq. (2.91),

hD(r) � S(r)i = hD(r) � u0i0 = 1 (2.102)

Doi and Edwards considered two di�erent solutions of Eq. (2.102):

(1) Assuming that disentanglement appears only at the chain ends, leads to an isotropic
disentanglement function D(r),

D(r) =
1

hS(r)i =
1

hu0i0 (2.103)

and to a non-linear strain measure S DE

S DE =
g

hu0i0
Du0u0
u0

E
0

(2.104)
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with g = 15=4.

(2) Assuming that the tube segments deform independently, (the so-called "Indepen-
dent Alignment (IA) assumption") [19], the disentanglement function D(r) becomes

D(r) =
1

S(r)
=

1

u0
(2.105)

and the non-linear strain measure S IA
DE is given by

S IA
DE = g

Du0u0
u02

E
0
= g S (2.106)

with g = 15=3 = 5 and S being the second order orientation tensor. The stress tensor
of the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory (with the IA assumption) is then

�(t) = �pE +

tZ
�1

�

m(t� t0)S IA
DE(t

0) dt0 (2.107)

The linear-viscoelastic memory function
�

m (t� t0) can be expressed as

�

m(t� t0) =
@

�

G (t� t0)

@t0
=
G0

N

5

@P (t� t0)

@t0
(2.108)

G0

N = 3ckT b2=a2
0
is the plateau modulus de�ned by the rubber elasticity theory [73].

c is the concentration of polymer in the material, k the Boltzmann constant, and T
the absolute temperature.

2.4.2 Modi�cations of the Doi-Edwards theory

The material behaviour of monodisperse polymer solutions in step-shear strain exper-
iments can be predicted by the non-linear strain measure S IA

DE of Doi and Edwards.
For polydisperse linear and branched melts, it was found that the stress in shear ow
and extensional ows is underpredicted by S IA

DE, and that no prediction of a maximum
in the normal stress is possible [86]. For this reason, many modi�cations of the DE
tube model were developed with the aim to remove these discrepancies.

Rate-dependent stretch equations

Taking into account the discrepancies between the original DE theory and non-linear
experiments of polydisperse melts, Doi and Edwards (1986) [17] introduced a depen-
dence of the stress tensor not only on orientation, but on stretch of the contour length.
This stretch process is expressed by the stretch ratio � = L=L0, with L0 being the
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length of the primitive path at equilibrium and L after deformation. Both the tensile
force and the stretch are assumed to be uniform along the chain. With the stretch
being dependent on the observation time t, the stress tensor �(t) is de�ned as

�(t) = �pE + �2(t)

tZ
�1

�

m (t� t0)S IA
DE dt

0 (2.109)

Pearson et al. (1989) [59] introduced a stretch evolution equation

@�

@t
= (� : S dyn(t))�� 1

�R
(�� 1) (2.110)

where � is the velocity gradient and S dyn a dynamical variable describing the orien-
tation of tube segments. The �rst part of the right hand side of Eq. (2.110) takes
into account the a�ne stretch of the tube segments due to the drag of the surround-
ings. The second part governs a stretch relaxation process with a Rouse time �R. This
stretch evolution equation allows to describe the overshoot in both the �rst normal
stress di�erence and the shear stress. However, the strain-hardening behaviour of ex-
tensional ows is not predicted if the strain-rate _"0 is smaller than the inverse Rouse
time 1=�R.

McLeish and Larson (1998) [41] derived a constitutive equation, based on Eq. (2.109),
for a specially-branched molecule, the pom-pom. The pom-pom is supposed to be a
model for long-chain-branched polyethylene. A typical pom-pom molecule consists of
a backbone which connects two branch points each of q dangling arms (�g. 2.10).
The backbone is con�ned inside a tube which is formed by other backbones. For

ScSc

0=L/Lλ

q arms

Figure 2.10: Pom-pom model [41]

extensional ows, the backbone can easily be stretched in such a way that it produces
strain-hardening, while for shear ows the stretch is only temporary and leads to
strain-softening. The con�gurational distribution of the molecule is de�ned by three
dynamical variables, S dyn(t), �, and Sc. S dyn(t) describes the orientation of tube
segments by measuring the distribution of unit vectors

S dyn(t) =

tZ
�1

dt0

�b(t0)
exp

8<
:�

tZ
t0

dt00

�b(t00)

9=
;S t(t

0) (2.111)
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with the second order orientation tensor S (Eq. (2.106)). The stretch ratio � of the
path length of the backbone to its equilibrium length is again given by Eq. (2.110),
but with the Rouse relaxation time �R being replaced by �S ,

@�

@t
= (� : S dyn(t))�� 1

�S
(�� 1); � � �max = q (2.112)

�S is a characteristic stretch relaxation time. The maximum stretch �max cannot exceed
the number q of arms, because it is directly proportional to the tension in the backbone.
If the maximum stretch of the backbone is reached, the tension in the backbone is large
enough to draw the arms into the tube within a length Sc on each side (�g. 2.10), the
so-called branchpoint withdrawal. Both, � and Sc are time-dependent.

The pom-pom model was then simpli�ed [25] by assuming that the stress is only due to
the backbone molecule, and thus neglecting the branchpoint withdrawal (i.e. Sc = 0).
This leads to the stress tensor

�(t) = �pE +G0

N�
2

b�
2(t)S dyn(t) (2.113)

with the plateau modulus G0

N and the fraction �b of the molecular weight of the
backbone,

�b =
sb

sb + 2qsa
(2.114)

�b is de�ned by the relative molecular weights of the arm sa and of the backbone sb.
Hence, the state of the pom-pom is de�ned by two dynamical parameters (S dyn(t) and
�) and �ve structure parameters (�b, �s, q, sa and sb).

With a di�erential approximation and a multimode pom-pom model, Inkson et al.
(1999) [25] could describe the rheological behaviour in shear and planar extension
of commercial low density polyethylene melts by �tting the non-linear parameters to
uniaxial extension data. For each relaxation mode, two non-linear parameters, i.e. the
stretching time �S and the number of arms q, were �tted to uniaxial elongation data.
Rubio and Wagner (2000) [65] found that though the set of constitutive equations
in the di�erential approximation may describe both extensional ows and shear ow,
the second normal stress di�erence in planar ow is not described. Furthermore, the
full (integral) model overestimates the shear viscosity and �rst normal stress di�er-
ence. Also the time-strain separability for stress relaxation after a step-strain is not
ensured due to the time dependence of the stretch. Verbeeten et al. (2000) [74] tried
to overcome the problem of vanishing N2 predictions by incorporating a Giesekus-type
constitutive equation for orientation. Whilst a �t of the non-linear parameters to the
uniaxial viscosity describes the equibiaxial, the �rst planar and shear viscosity, an ex-
tra parameter is necessary to predict the second planar viscosity. With this extended
pom-pom model the predictions of a wide range of rheological data is possible, but
again a large number of non-linear parameters is necessary.

Chain stretching was also introduced by Pearson et al. (1991) [58] and Mead et al.
(1995) [43], [44] assuming that segmental stretch is non-uniform along the contour
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length of the tube. In this model, the so-called DEMG model, the independent align-
ment assumption is also dropped. The tension in the polymer chain is considered to
depend on the position along the chain. Segmental orientation and stretch are com-
pletely independent processes. But as shown in [42], the DEMG model has many
failings in describing non-linear rheological behaviour.

Marrucci et al. (1996) [38], [24] introduced a "convective constraint release (CCR)"
process which is based on the fact that the lateral constraints are lost due to the re-
traction of surrounding chains in their tubes. Hence, two relaxation mechanisms occur
in parallel, the di�usion due to thermal motion and the CCR process. This idea was
used by Mead et al. (1998) [42] to develop a new model for the tube stretch based on
Eq. (2.110), by subtracting a second term from the right-hand side which corresponds
to the relaxation of stretch due to CCR. With this new stretch evolution equation,
though better predictions of shear stress and �rst normal stress di�erences are ob-
tained, no strain-hardening in extensional ows is found for strain-rates _"0 smaller
than the inverse Rouse relaxation time 1=�R.

Strain-dependent stretch equations

In models based on Eq. (2.110) or variations thereof, chain stretch is deformation rate
dependent. The tube diameter is assumed to remain constant, i.e. a = a0. However,
tube stretch can alternatively be introduced by strain-dependent processes by assuming
a deformation of the tube diameter.

Marrucci and de Cindio (1980) [39] introduced segmental stretch by considering an
a�ne deformation of the tube with the macroscopic strain. In contrast to the constant
tube diameter assumption in the original DE theory, here the volume of the tube
segment is assumed to be constant during deformation, i.e.

a2 r = a2
0
r0 (2.115)

This leads to a decreasing tube diameter a with

a = a0=
q
r=r0 (2.116)

Using Eq. (2.116), the slip-link function S(r) can be derived from Eq. (2.101),

S(r) =
n(r)

n0
=

a r

a0 r0
=

s
r

r0
=
p
u0 (2.117)

With the relationship between the disentanglement function D(r) and S(r)
(Eq. (2.91)), the non-linear strain measure S t (Eq. (2.96)) is then given by

S t =
10

3
Dp

u0
E
0

Du0u0p
u0

E
0

(2.118)
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If additionally the independent alignment (IA) assumption is introduced, the non-
linear strain measure of Eq. (2.118) simpli�es to

S IA
t =

15

4

Du0u0
u0

E
0

(2.119)

The strain measures of Eqs. (2.118) and (2.119) lead to signi�cant strain-hardening
at start-up of extensional ows, but no steady-state viscosity in extensional ow is
predicted.

Another model with strain-dependent tube diameter was introduced by Wagner and
Schae�er (1992) [85] and is called "Molecular Stress Function (MSF)" theory. The
MSF theory will be presented in more detail in the next chapter since it is the starting
point of further developments in describing the rheological behaviour of polymer melts
in shear and extension.

2.4.3 Molecular stress function (MSF) theory

In the molecular stress function (MSF) theory [85], [86], [66] the tube diameter a, the
line density of monomer units n=l, and the force in the polymer chainK are assumed to
vary according to segmental orientation. In contrast to the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory,
a and n=l are no longer considered to remain constant during deformation: rather the
tube diameter a is assumed to be a function of the average stretch of the tube [85]

a = a(hr=r0i) = a(hu0i0) (2.120)

As in the DE theory, the tension in the polymer chain is assumed to be the same along
the chain for a step-strain deformation, but with increasing deformation the tension
K rises above the equilibrium tension K eq

jKj = jK eqj a0
a(hu0i0) = jK eqj f(hu0i0) (2.121)

K K KKeq

a0
a

eq

Figure 2.11: Molecular stress function theory [20].

The molecular stress function f is de�ned by

f(hu0i0) = jKj
jK eqj =

a0
a(hu0i0) (2.122)
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with the diameter a0 of the undeformed tube. Hence, the molecular stress function
f is the inverse of the relative tube diameter a=a0 and is assumed to depend on the
average stretch of the tube, hu0i0. The tension in the polymer chain increases, while
the tube diameter decreases with increasing deformation (�g. 2.11).

The non-linear strain measure S
MSF

is then given by

S MSF = 5f 2
Du0u0
u02

E
0
= f 2S IA

DE (2.123)

which consists of the product of the square of the molecular stress function f 2, and
the orientation tensor S IA

DE of the Doi-Edwards theory (Eq. (2.106)). Hence, the con-
stitutive equation of the MSF theory is given by

� = �pE +

tZ
�1

�

m (t� t0)S MSF (t
0) dt0 (2.124)

Introducing the constant tube volume assumption with V0 being the volume of the
tube at equilibrium and V the volume of the deformed tube, leads to [85]

V

V0
=

a2L

a20L0

= 1 (2.125)

where L0 and L = L0hu0i0 are the contour length of the tube in the undeformed and
the deformed state. From this constant volume assumption follows immediately

f 2 =
a2
0

a2
=

L

L0

= hu0i0 (2.126)

i.e. f 2 increases linearly with the average stretch hu0i0. However, at larger deformations,
it is found that the molecular tension in the chain reaches a maximum value of the
molecular stress function fmax, which corresponds to a minimum tube diameter [86].

As shown in [66], [87], f 2 can be determined from experiments by relating the ex-
perimentally measured damping function hexp, to the Doi-Edwards damping function
hDE,

f 2 =
hexp
hDE

(2.127)

The damping functions in uniaxial, equibiaxial and planar extension could be described
consistently by the strain measure S MSF , using di�erent approximation functions for
f 2 with one or two non-linear parameters. However, with the same parameters, the
shear stress and the �rst normal stress di�erence in shear are overpredicted [66].
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3 Experimental methods

3.1 Extensional experiments

In the last three decades, techniques to measure extensional ows of polymer melts
were improved continuously in order to achieve uniform extensional deformations, in
spite of the fact that polymer melts are already deformed by gravity and surface
tension.

Since no adjacent solid surface exists as in shear ow experiments, the polymer melt
has to be supported by a medium to compensate for its gravity by either oating or
submerging it without interfering with the extension process. The supporting medium
is also responsible for a uniform temperature distribution, and in most cases silicon oil
was used. The density of the oil must exactly match the density of the sample at test
temperature. Using silicon oil, test temperatures are limited to a maximum of 200 �C
because of the thermal stability of the oil. Another problem is that as the sample
gets longer and thinner with increasing deformation, the more and more di�cult it is
to check the uniformity of the cross-section. With increasing deformation, the force
measured becomes signi�cantly smaller which results in problems of maintaining a
constant stress or strain-rate. Depending on the rheometer design, the maximum strain
can be limited by the length of the oil bath. All these problems lead to di�culties in
instrument design and development.

Developments were made both for uniaxial and for multiaxial extensional rheometers.
Uniaxial elongational rheometers are discussed �rst. Historically, uniaxial elongational
ow was realised either by constant strain-rate experiments with constant sample
length but decreasing sample volume or by constant stress experiments with stretching
of the sample and conservation of the sample volume [11].

The �rst important work on constant stress experiments was done by Cogswell (1968)
[8] who developed a constant stress melt tensile rheometer. A cylindrical sample is
held horizontally between two water-cooled clamps in an oil bath. One of the clamps
is �xed and the other one is mounted on a wheeled trolley. At this trolley a chain is
fastened, which after passing under a pulley quits the oil bath and is �xed outside
the bath to a larger pulley. On the same axis as the pulley, a specially-shaped cam is
mounted that provides a constant stress by transforming the gravity of a weight.

More extensive work on a constant stress tensile rheometer was carried out by Vino-
gradov et al. (1972) [75] using a horizontal set-up as well. In contrast to the rheometer
of Cogswell, the sample is �xed between two oating clamps, one of which is movable,
the other one is �xed. The force transmission takes place similarly as with the Cogswell
rheometer. The hydrodynamic drag is reduced. A photoelectric follower allows the au-
tomatic recording of the speed of the movable clamp and thereby of the strain-rate.
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With increasing deformation, the force gets very small, and friction �nally becomes
relevant.

With the intend to reduce the friction of the instrument, M�unstedt (1975) [52] devel-
oped a rheometer to realise tensile creep tests. The horizontal set-up of the devices of
Cogswell and Vinogradov was replaced by a vertical set-up, which eliminates one pul-
ley. The sample is thus suspended vertically in an oil bath, and loaded by a cam which
reduces the lever of the load with increasing deformation. The shape of the cam is de-
pendent on the initial sample length. The device allows to measure the force needed
for elongation of the sample by a force transducer and records it as a function of time.
Samples were prepared by extruding a polymer melt through a capillary die resulting
in cylindrically-shaped samples with a diameter from 3 up to 10 mm and a length of
10 up to 50 mm. Samples are glued on small metal clamps. Depending on the initial
length, the maximum Hencky strain is limited to "H = 2:3. Later, M�unstedt (1979)

motor

displacement
transducer

wind-up disk

tape

oil bath

glass vessel

sample

load cell

Figure 3.1: M�unstedt type tensile rheometer (MTR) [53].

[53] improved his design in order to realise di�erent experimental modes, e.g. con-
stant stress, constant strain-rate, and stress-relaxation experiments. Here, the sample
is �xed to a load cell located at the bottom of the oil bath which is situated in a jack-
eted glass vessel through which a temperature medium ows for heating the oil bath
(�g. 3.1). The upper end of the sample is �xed to a thin metal tape which can be rolled
up by a disk mounted to the shaft of a DC servomotor. The sample position is indicated
by a displacement transducer, which allows a direct measurement of the elongation.
It was possible to increase the maximum Hencky strain to "H = 3:9. This rheometer
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design was commercialised independently by Rheometrics and G�ottfert [11]. Lately,
the rheometer has been completely redesigned [29] as far as the measuring technique
and control engineering are concerned by using new technologies, with a measuring
range for temperatures between 25 and 220 �C, strain-rates between 0.001 and 2 1=s,
and a maximum Hencky strain of "H = 3:9.

The main problem of elongational rheometers with moving clamps is the limitation of
the maximum achievable strain due to the �nite length of the oil bath. This problem
can be resolved by constant strain-rate experiments involving a constant sample length.

Meissner (1969) [45], [47] developed the rotary clamp technique which consists of
two pairs of wheels with small gear teeth gripping the sample and providing a uniform
stretching by rotating the clamps in opposite directions. The tensile force is determined
by mounting one pair of the clamps together with the motor on a leaf spring, the
displacement of which is proportional to the force and measured by a linear voltage
di�erential transformer. The sample is not glued on clamps but is gripped between the
clamps separated by a �xed distance and driven by synchronous motors. A constant
rotational speed of the clamps allows to deform the sample with a constant strain-
rate. The material is transported continuously from within the measuring distance to
the outside, oating on heated silicon oil at the required temperature. The maximum
strain obtainable is not limited by the length of the oil bath. Assuming homogeneous
deformations, strains up to a stretch ratio of � = 400, corresponding to a Hencky
strain of "H = 6, could be reached by Laun and M�unstedt (1976) [34] by improving the
temperature homogeneity and the force measuring device in resolution and stability.
By further increasing the temperature homogeneity in such a way that the variation
at 150 �C is less than 0.1 K, the maximum Hencky strain could be increased up to
"H = 7 [50]. Samples are produced by extruding polymer rods of an approximate
length of 75 cm and a diameter of 6 up to 8 mm. Hence, samples are quite large which
makes it di�cult to ensure homogeneity of the initial cross-section along the sample.
Along the sample, pairs of scissors are located which allow to cut the sample in several
parts. In this way, the recoverable strain can be determined, and the uniformity of the
stretched sample can be checked.

Later, Meissner (1994) improved the rotary clamp technique as described in detail
in [49]. The basic features are a new type of clamp, using two metal conveyor bands
instead of the toothed wheels, and the replacement of the oil bath by a heated nitrogen
or air ow as supporting and heating medium. The clamps are located in a heated
housing. The major advantage is that measurements of uniaxial elongation can now
be performed for polymer melts which react chemically with silicon oil or with melt
temperatures above the thermal stability of the oil. The maximum Hencky strain is
"H = 7, which corresponds to a maximum stretch ratio of � = 1100, provided the
deformation is homogeneous until the end of the test. This design was commercialised
by Rheometric Scienti�c as "Polymer melt elongational rheometer (RME)". It was
used in this work to perform uniaxial elongational experiments, and is described in
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more detail in the following chapters 3.1.1 to 3.1.4.

Di�erent possibilities exist to realise multiaxial extensions as for example by the bubble
ination technique, the lubricated squeeze ow technique, diverging pressure ow, and
the use of the rotary clamp technique, described and summarised in [11], [12], [60].
In the bubble ination technique, a circular moulded sample of a polymer melt is
�xed between two plates in which circular concentric holes are cut. After melting, the
sample is inated by increasing the pressure in the ination medium on one side which
leads to a biaxial extension. For the squeeze ow technique, the polymer melt is placed
between two plates and then subjected to compressional deformation [63]. To avoid
shear ows due to wall adhesion of the melt, the surfaces of the two plates are usually
lubricated.

Meissner (1981) [50] used the rotary clamp technique to construct a biaxial rheometer
by arranging eight clamps circularly for equibiaxial extension [50], and rectangularly
for planar extension [51]. The rotary clamp technique was amended in such a way
that the force components along and normal to the ow direction can be measured
separately. The clamps introduce the required velocity at the rim of the sample and
measure the resulting force vector acting from the deforming sample on each end.
In equibiaxial extension, samples are at, circular disks, and in planar extension at
sheets. One direction of the sample is much smaller than the other two directions. A
table is located inside the arrangement of clamps to support the sample by a layer of
talcum resting on the table. Between the clamps, eight pairs of scissors are positioned
to cut the extending sample at the rim within de�ned time intervals. By photographing
a grid at certain time intervals, which was printed on the sample before the test,
the biaxial deformation is measured and controlled. The maximum obtainable biaxial
Hencky strain was "H = 2. The speed of rotation is equal for all clamps which leads
to a radial extension of the sample for equibiaxial ow. For planar extension, the
directions of the strain-rate in the sample and the force acting on the clamps are
di�erent. With this biaxial extensional rheometer, investigations of a polyisobutylene
in simple, equibiaxial, and planar extensions were performed by Meissner et al. (1982)
[51] at room temperature. These rheometers allowed homogeneous deformations and
well-de�ned boundary conditions, but were restricted to tests at room temperature
and involved relatively large samples.

Later, Hachmann (1996) [23] could eliminate some of these problems. The clamps are
redesigned as described in [49], and located in a heated housing. The sample is sup-
ported by a hot gas ow. Uniaxial, equibiaxial, and planar extensions were performed
on a high density (HDPE I), and low density (LDPE I) polyethylene, and uniaxial and
equibiaxial extensions on a polystyrene (PS) melt. These data are presented in [23],
[80] and in this work.
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3.1.1 The elongational rheometer RME

The "polymer melt elongational rheometer RME" is an elongational rheometer de-
signed by Meissner et al. (1994) [49], and commercialised by Rheometric Scienti�c
[61]. The experimental set-up used for conducting uniaxial experiments is shown in
�g. 3.2. The system consists of the RME housing, an electronic box, a gas supply
system, a personal computer, and a video system.

Figure 3.2: Elongational rheometer RME.

The RME housing is formed by six metal plates, blackened to provide a homogeneous
temperature �eld by means of radiation, and heated electrically. The polymer melt is
gripped between two clamps, located inside the housing. Each of them consists of two
belt holders placed on holder carriers from which they can be removed easily for clean-
ing. On each belt holder, driven by light-weight motors, metal conveyor belts move in
order to transfer the velocity of the belts to the local speed of the sample. The clamps
can be opened from outside the housing which avoids temperature uctuations. The
tensile force exerted by the sample on the clamps is measured directly by a displace-
ment transducer linked to the right clamp. The sample is gripped between the clamps
and suspended by nitrogen or air owing through a porous table located between the
lower belt holders of both clamps, and providing the required test temperature of the
sample (�g. 3.3).

By using nitrogen gas, oxidation of the sample is avoided, and the test temperature
can be increased up to 350 �C. The sample size was reduced to a rectangular shape
of initial length of around 55 mm, initial thickness between 1.4 and 2 mm, and initial
widths between 7 and 10 mm. To avoid the sagging of the sample between the table and
the metal bands, tongues are welded on the metal bands to bridge the gap between the
clamps and the table. A special bending technique of the lower belts is used which raises
the sample slightly after releasing the clamps [70]. A pin of a diameter approximately
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Figure 3.3: Elongational rheometer RME.

0:5 mm larger than the initial sample thickness is placed between each clamp next to
both ends of the sample to avoid a squeezing of the sample when releasing the clamps.
The sample can very easily be inserted into the rheometer by a specially-designed
feeding plug, which helps to prevent temperature uctuations during the loading of
the sample. The strain-rate range is 0.0001-1 1/s, the tensile force range 0.001-2 N
with a resolution of 0.001 N, temperature constancy at the sample of �0:2 K, and
the maximum Hencky strain "H = 7 [61]. The maximum Hencky strain is reduced, if
metal bands with tongues are used.

With the tensile force F (t) directly measured by the RME, the tensile stress �1(t) can
be determined as

�1(t) = �11 � �33 = F (t)=A(t) (3.1)

with the rectangular cross-section A(t) decreasing with time.

Assuming incompressibility of the polymer melt, the equation of continuity provides for
the relation between the initial sample dimension and the one during the experiment,

L(t)A(t) = L0A0 = L0W0H0 (3.2)

with the initial length L0, the initial width W0, and the initial height H0.

For a constant strain-rate _"0, the increase in length L(t) is exponential, i.e. L(t) =

L0e
_"0t. Hence, the decrease of the cross-sectional area A(t) is given by

A(t) = A0e
� _"0t (3.3)

Inserting Eq. (3.3) into the expression for the tensile stress �1 (Eq. (3.1)), the elonga-
tional or uniaxial viscosity �u is

�u(t) =
�1(t)

_"0
=

F (t)

_"0A0e
� _"0t

=
F (t)e _"0t

_"0A0

(3.4)
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3.1.2 Experimental results

The tensile force is measured by deection of the spring system, and is transferred to
a personal computer (PC) as digitised voltage. In the PC, it is stored as force F (t)
along with the calibration data. A calibration of the force transducer at each required
temperature with weights ranging from 1 to 200 g is obligatory. The calibration curve
determined for di�erent temperatures is shown in �g. 3.4. The force gain is averaged
over all force gains determined from several weights at each temperature. It is necessary
to use not only a weight of 200 g, as recommended in the RME manual [61], but also
small weights because the force values at high deformations are small.
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Figure 3.4: Calibration of the force transducer at di�erent temperatures with several
weights.

A typical result of the force signal is shown in �g. 3.5 for a low density polyethylene
melt LDPE II (fully characterised in the appendix) for a strain-rate of _" = 0:0939 1=s,
measured at a temperature of T = 170 �C. Shortly after the start of the test, the force
reaches a maximum and then decreases gradually to zero. Sometimes, a force correction
at the end of the test is necessary, and two di�erent cases have to be distinguished
[69]: rupture or no rupture of sample at the end of the test. If the sample breaks at
the end, a force correction to zero has to be done. If there is no rupture, and the
force is still decreasing exponentially to zero, a force correction is critical because the
material is still relaxing. On the other hand, if the sample does not break, and the
force is constant, the force can be corrected to 0.1-0.2 cN. In �g. 3.5, the resulting
tensile stress �1(t) is also shown which is calculated with the initial cross-section by
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3).

The �nal result is then the elongational viscosity �u calculated with the strain-rate _"0
by Eq. (3.4). Experimental results for melt LDPE II are shown in �g. 3.6 at T = 170 �C
for various strain-rates.
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Figure 3.5: Tensile force and stress in elongation of LDPE II melt at a temperature of
T = 170 �C and a strain-rate of _" = 0:0939 1=s.

In �g. 3.6, the elongational viscosity measured with the RME is compared to the three-
fold zero-shear viscosity 3�0(t), calculated from the relaxation spectrum. At the onset
of stress growth, both material functions coincide, but after a certain deformation
the elongational viscosity rises above the linear-viscoelastic curve. This phenomenon
is called "strain-hardening" [32]. As typical for long-chain-branched polyole�n melts,
melt LDPE II shows enhanced strain-hardening compared to linear polyole�n melts.
Also in �g. 3.6, the RME results of the elongational viscosity are compared to re-
sults of a M�unstedt type tensile rheometer (MTR), performed at BASF AG, Lud-
wigshafen/Rhein. The agreement of both measurements of elongational viscosities is
excellent for all strain-rates. The comparison shows the pro and cons of both elon-
gational rheometers. While the RME, apart from better sample handling, allows to
investigate larger deformations so that for lower strain-rates even a steady-state value
is reachable (�g. 3.6), the MTR convinces at the onset of the test. MTR data show
better coincidence with the threefold zero-shear viscosity 3�0(t), and also after rising
above 3�0(t), the shape of the curve is more trustworthy. Inaccuracies of the elonga-
tional viscosity determined by the RME can be due to problems arising from the force
transducer at low force levels which can occur either at the start of test or at the end.

The importance of controlling the force signal of the RME is shown in �g. 3.7, in
which the uniaxial viscosity is presented for a POP melt (a Polyole�n Plastomer,
characterised in appendix), measured at various strain-rates and at a temperature of
130 �C. The amount of strain-hardening observed is very di�erent for the lowest strain-
rate of _"0 = 0:01 1=s depending on the initial cross-section of the sample. The sample
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Figure 3.6: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE II at a temperature of T = 170 �C
and for various strain-rates.

with the smaller initial cross-section (A=10.7 mm2) produces an enhanced strain-
hardening compared to samples with the same initial cross-section at higher strain-
rates. This was also found within a round-robin experiment directed by Schulze (1999)
[67], in which measurements of elongational viscosity from various commercial RME
rheometers were compared to each other and to the ones obtained by the original RME
of Meissner in Z�urich, and the M�unstedt type tensile rheometer (MTR) in Erlangen.
While all commercial RME rheometers did �nd this enhanced strain-hardening at low
strain-rates, the original RME and the MTR did not. If the test for _"0 = 0:01 1=s
is repeated with a sample of larger cross-section (A=19.3 mm2), the strong strain-
hardening observed by a test with smaller initial cross-section cannot be reproduced.
Regarding the force signal of both tests (�g. 3.8), it is obvious that the force signal of
the sample with smaller initial cross-section reaches already at an early time a constant
force level which is very close to zero. However, this negligible force signal produces
an enhanced strain-hardening because the force is divided by a cross-section of the
sample which decreases exponentially. For the sample with larger initial cross-section,
the force reaches a higher maximum and decreases until the end of the test. Hence, the
cross-section of the sample is large enough to provide a su�cient force signal until the
end of test. Tests with both sample dimensions were reproduced and it was veri�ed
that at least for this POP melt, the enhanced strain-hardening is an artefact. The
maximum of the initial width of the sample is limited to W0 = 10 mm due to the
size of the conveyor belts in the RME. This limitation can reduce the lower limit of
measurable strain-rates especially for linear or low-viscosity melts.
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Figure 3.8: Force at low strain-rates.

Another possibility to obtain reliable RME data at low strain-rates is not only to
increase the initial cross-section, but also to measure at lower test temperatures. A
LLDPE melt (a linear low density polyethylene, characterised in appendix), inves-
tigated by M�unstedt et al. (1998) [54] at a temperature of 150 �C, was found to
show a pronounced strain-hardening only at low strain-rates. For this material, the
strain-hardening increases with decreasing strain-rate in contrast to the behaviour
of long-chain-branched polyole�n melts for which strain-hardening becomes less pro-
nounced with decreasing strain-rate. This e�ect was found both at Erlangen with the
M�unstedt type tensile rheometer (MTR) and at Z�urich with the original RME. But
measurements performed with our RME at a temperature of 150 �C clearly showed
that the force signals for melt LLDPE are rather spurious due to its low viscosity.
Decreasing the test temperature down to 130 �C (still above the melting temperature)
produces enough force for tests even at a strain-rate of _"0 = 0:018 1=s (�g. 3.9). In
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Figure 3.9: Elongational viscosity of melt LLDPE at 130 �C.

[54] a pronounced strain-hardening was already found for _"0 = 0:1 1=s and at 150 �C.
Our results for melt LLDPE are within expectations for a linear polymer melt and
approach to the threefold zero-shear viscosity 3�0(t) at small strain-rates.

To summarise, RME measurements produce reliable results of the elongational viscos-
ity of polymer melts up to Hencky strains of more than " = 6, if the tensile force does
not decrease to values below the resolution of the force transducer.

3.1.3 Evaluation of the true strain-rate

Another problem of the elongational rheometer RME is the deviation of the true strain-
rate from the set strain-rate. The set strain-rate is calculated using the e�ective initial
length L0 of the sample and the rotational speed v of the clamps.

�

"0 =
2v

L0

(3.5)

The e�ective sample length is determined by adding two millimetres to the distance
between the bearing pins of the small rollers at the front of the belt holders [68]. This
value may vary for each RME, the value for our RME is L0 = 52:7 mm. Use of an
incorrect value of the e�ective length can be a reason for a deviation between the set
strain-rate and the true strain-rate.
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In �g. 3.10, the decrease of the sample cross-section A(t) with time is shown for
di�erent values of e�ective sample length, and in �g. 3.11 the resulting inuence on
the viscosity is shown. If a value smaller than the true e�ective length is chosen for L0,
the uniaxial viscosity shows higher values due to an increased strain-rate _"0 according
to Eq. (3.5).
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Figure 3.10: Decrease of A(t) with time for di�erent values of e�ective sample length
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Figure 3.11: E�ect of di�erent initial sample lengths on uniaxial viscosity

Other reasons for deviations might be slip of the sample within the clamps, inhomo-
geneous samples, and a non-uniform cross-sectional area along the sample [70].
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In principal, two possibilities exist to check the true strain-rate. One possibility is
to measure the decrease of sample width during the experiment [63], [88]. A plot of
the natural logarithm of the average sample width over time is then �t to a straight
line, whose slope multiplied by -2 gives the true strain-rate. However, this method is
not very accurate and can lead to errors, e.g. non-constant strain-rates were found by
Wa�ner (1999) [88].

The other possibility is to evaluate the true strain-rate by the \Particle Tracking
Method" [62]. To apply this method, a personal computer equipped with the appro-
priate software, an illumination system consisting of a light source and a glass �bre
cable, a video camera, recorder, and screen, and a timer to report the time to the
recorder, are necessary. For marking the polymer sample with tracers after melting,
small glass beads of 160 - 180 �m are placed on the sample by use of a metal tube
which is inserted into the rheometer, and which allows also to apply glass beads on
the sample during the experiment. The glass beads should show a distinctive contrast
with the polymer melt and should be distributed on the sample uniformly.

The procedure of evaluation starts with image acquisition, followed by image process-
ing, the particle tracking menu and the calculation of the strain-rate and elongation
[62]. By image acquisition, a series of images taken at equidistant times will be digi-
tised. Digitisation is necessary to convert an image into numerical form which can then
be processed by the computer [7].

Figure 3.12: Digitised pictures and recognised particles

By image processing, the particle positions on each image will be enhanced by sepa-
rating the particles from the background as shown in �g. 3.12. Particle brightness and
size can be changed by displaying the digitised images.

By particle tracking, individual particles are followed through a prede�ned number of
images by selecting a particle in image one and then searching this particle in image two
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in a supposed area de�ned by a maximum value in x-direction (Dx) and in y-direction
(Dy). For all particles found in this area of image two, particles will be searched in
the supposed area of the following image. If it is possible to follow a particle through
the de�ned number of images, the results are tracks as shown in �g. 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Tracks.

In the last menu the average strain-rate _"0 is calculated from the tracks of pairs of
particles by the following equation:

_"0 =
ln(�x2=�x1)

t2 � t1
(3.6)

Fig. 3.14 shows the di�erent possibilities of combining particle P1 with particles sit-
uated in the grey area. A limiting factor is the maximum particle angle � and the
minimum and maximum particle distance. The positions of two particles are given by

Part. max. distance

Part. min. distance

α
P1

Figure 3.14: Selection of a pair of particles [62].

the tracks at time t1 and t2 as shown in �g. 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Calculation of strain-rate _"0 [62].

The programme calculates a maximum and a minimum value of the strain-rate and
its standard deviation, and a Hencky strain increment by ln(�x2=�x1).
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The sample can be divided in up to �ve commensurate zones in which strain-rate
and elongation is calculated separately. This allows to check the homogeneity of the
sample during the test, and even inhomogeneous deformations invisible to the eye can
be detected, as e.g. shown for melt LDPE II (characterised in appendix) in �g. 3.16.
Here, the sample was divided into three zones. The strain-rate is constant until nearly
the rupture of the sample. At the end of the test, there is an increase of the strain-rate
in zone 3 and a decrease in zone 1 and 2 of the sample, i.e. the sample gets thinner
and breaks in zone 3.
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Figure 3.16: Strain-rate _"0 for melt LDPE II measured by particle tracking in three
zones. Dotted line corresponds to (average) strain-rate of _"0 = 0:285 1=s.

With this method, constant strain-rates can be found up to Hencky strains of �ve.
Deviations of the true strain-rate from the set strain-rate found for our RME are not
as high as reported by others [88], and lie usually between 5 and 12 %.

3.1.4 Sample preparation

A careful sample preparation is necessary to provide homogeneous and completely
relaxed samples of the correct size. Mostly, samples were prepared by direct compres-
sion moulding of pellets by means of appropriate metal moulds either into a plate of
1:5� 70� 100 mm3 or directly into the desired sample dimensions. The plate can be
cut into ten regular samples with a circular saw specially built for the sample prepara-
tion of RME measurements. Since the thickness of the plate at the rim is uneven, it is
removed by the saw which is an advantage over direct moulding of samples into metal
shapes of sample size. However, by using the circular saw the sample width is not
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variable which might be necessary to provide enough force signal by larger initial sam-
ple dimensions as shown before. The metal moulds are �lled with pellets and placed
between two metal plates separated by thin sheets of either aluminium or pure PTFE.
The pressing tool is placed into a hot laboratory press at moulding temperature for
at least 10 min to preheat the polymer. Then the pressure is loaded in steps in order
to obtain a relaxed polymer sample. If the required moulding pressure is reached, the
polymer melt is pressed for a su�cient time depending on the longest relaxation time
[23]. Subsequently, the whole pressing tool is removed from the press and cooled down
to at least the heat distortion temperature of the polymer under pressure before the
polymer plate is removed from the metal mould. Precise information about pressing
temperature and pressure is given in chapter 4.

For linear melts, extrusion before compression moulding is recommended to homo-
genise the melt [23], [49]. The polymer melt is extruded by an appropriate extruder,
and the extrudate is put immediately into the metal mould and the same pressing
protocol is used as described above.
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Figure 3.17: Non-homogeneous deformation of melt HDPE III.

The advantage of extrusion over direct compression moulding of pellets is shown for
a linear polyethylene melt (HDPE III, characterised in appendix) in �gs. 3.17 and
3.18. Particle tracking results are presented for a strain-rate of _"0 = 0:093 1=s; the
sample was divided into three commensurate zones. For a sample made from direct
moulding of pellets, the deformation is only homogeneous in the �rst half of test.
Then the strain-rate in zone 3 increases while the ones in zone 1 and 2 decrease. If
the melt is extruded before compression moulding, the deformation remains constant
until rupture of the sample which also occurs at larger deformations. In addition, the
scatter of the strain-rate is less for all zones.
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Figure 3.18: Homogeneous deformation of melt HDPE III.

3.2 Shear experiments

Measurements of shear properties can be performed by two types of instruments,
namely capillary rheometers, in which the ow is produced by a pressure gradient,
and drag ow rheometers, in which one adjacent wall moves relative to a second,
stationary one [12]. The polymer melt is thus placed between two �xed solid surfaces
which spares the supporting liquid being necessary for the performance of extensional
ows. Drag ow rheometers use the principle of either rectilinear or rotational motion
of a solid surface.

Fig. 3.19 shows the set-up of a rotational rheometer in the cone-and-plate geometry
which is the preferred geometry to measure viscoelastic properties of polymer melts.
A polymer sample, produced by compression moulding, is �xed between a plate and

R

H

ω

β

Figure 3.19: Cone-and-plate geometry.

a cone with a radius R and a cone angle � (� < 5�), one of which is rotating at a
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constant angular velocity !, the other one is �xed. The symmetry axes of cone and
plate coincide, and a spherical coordinate system is used. With this geometry, the
shear ow is nearly homogeneous when the cone angle is very small, i.e. tan� � �.
Hence, shear-rate and shear stress are homogeneous. This allows a direct determina-
tion of material functions without di�erentiating the data. At the stationary part of
the system, the torqueM and the normal force FN , introduced by the sample, are mea-
sured. With these physical quantities, determined experimentally, and by specifying
the ow �eld, the equations of motion can be solved. This allows the determination of
rheological properties like shear and normal stress, shear deformation, and shear-rate
and thereby the rheological material functions viscosity, normal stress di�erences, and
shear relaxation modulus, assuming incompressibility.

Another set-up for rotational rheometers is the plate-and-plate geometry in which
the sample is located between two coaxial, parallel plates with a radius R, separated
by a gap H, one of which is rotating with a constant angular velocity !, the other
one is �xed. Since the shear-rate is not uniform in the gap, direct data acquisition
is not possible and data di�erentiation is necessary. Most frequently, the plate-and-
plate geometry is used to determine the linear-viscoelastic properties (chapt. 2.2) by
oscillatory measurements in which the storage (G0) and loss (G00) moduli are calculated
as

G0 =
2MH

�R4!
cos� (3.7)

G00 =
2MH

�R4!
sin� (3.8)

with the measured quantities torque M and its phase lag �. Mainly, the strain-
controlled rheometer DSR of Rheometric Scienti�c was used in this work for the linear
characterisation of the polymer melts investigated.

Start-up ow experiments

In start-up ow experiments, a material is sheared with a constant shear-rate _(t)
starting at t = 0,

_ =

(
0 t � 0
_ = const: t > 0

(3.9)

The equations for shear-rate _, shear stress �12, and �rst normal stress di�erence N1

can be evaluated for the cone-and-plate geometry,

_ =
v(r)

H(r)
=

r !

r tan�
� !

�
(3.10)

�12(t) =
3M(t)

2�R3
(3.11)

N1 = �11(t)� �22(t) =
2FN(t)

�R2
(3.12)
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with velocity v(r), gap H(r) at a radius r (r � R), and constant angular velocity ! of
the driven part. Using these rheological properties, the viscometric material functions,
the shear viscosity �, and the �rst normal stress coe�cient 	1, can be determined,

�(t; _) =
�12(t)

_
=

3�M(t)

2�R3!
(3.13)

	1(t; _) =
N1

_2
=

2�2FN(t)

�!2R2
(3.14)

In this work, measurements of �(t; _) and 	1(t; _) were performed using the cone-and-
plate geometry in a strain-controlled rheometer RMS800 of Rheometric Scienti�c.

Step-strain experiments

In a stress relaxation experiment, the sample is deformed by a step deformation ,

 =

(
0 t � 0
 = const: t > 0

(3.15)

in such a way that the driven part of the system is displaced instantaneously by an
angle #, and both the normal force FN(t) and the torque M(t) are observed. From
these measurements, the shear stress (Eq. (3.11)) and the �rst normal stress di�erence
(Eq. (3.12)) can be determined.

The shear relaxation modulus G(t; ) is then calculated by

G(t; ) =
�12(t)


=
N1

2
(3.16)

Step-strain experiments were realised with the cone-and-plate geometry of the RMS800
of Rheometric Scienti�c. The drive system has a maximum angular displacement of
# = 0:5 rad which leads for a cone angle of � = 0:1 rad to a maximum strain of

max = #=� = 5 (3.17)

This maximum strain can be doubled by �rst displacing the driven part in one direction
by  = �5 and then, after relaxation of the sample, displacing it to  = +5. This
procedure leads to a maximum strain of max = 10.

The strain range could be further increased by choosing a smaller cone angle but
with the danger of causing errors in the stress measurements [48]. Another possibility
is the use of the plate-and-plate geometry and to decrease the gap between the two
plates [20], [71]. But for the plate-and-plate geometry, a correction term is necessary
in the non-linear strain region to account for the inhomogeneity of the strain due to
its dependence on the radius r.
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4 Material characterisation and sample prepara-

tion

4.1 Linear polymer melts

4.1.1 HDPE I

Melt HDPE I is a commercial high density polyethylene (Statoil 870H, Statoil/Nor-
way), stabilised by Ciba/Switzerland [23]. Infrared measurements showed that melt
HDPE I consists only of linear molecules and does not contain long-chain branches
[27]. Properties and test conditions for HDPE I are summarised below:

Weight-averaged molecular weight MW = 104000 g/Mol
Number-averaged molecular weight Mn = 18900 g/Mol

MW=Mn = 5:5
Melting temperature Tm = 138 �C
Test temperature for extension T = 150 �C
Test temperature for shear T = 170 �C
Density at room temperature �RT = 0:951 g=cm3

Density at test temperature for extension �T = 0:778 g=cm3

Activation energy Ea = 27:0 kJ/Mol

i gi [Pa] �i [s] (150
�C) �i [s] (170

�C)
1 1.535E+05 1.414E-02 1.000E-02
2 3.187E+04 1.414E-01 1.000E-01
3 7.818E+03 1.414E+00 1.000E+00
4 1.413E+03 1.414E+01 1.000E+01
5 1.986E+02 1.414E+02 1.000E+02
6 2.065E+01 1.414E+03 1.000E+03
7 4.582E+00 7.069E+03 5.000E+03

Table 4.1: Relaxation spectrum of HDPE I at 150 �C and 170 �C.

With a shift factor aT = 0:707, the relaxation spectrum at 150 �C can be shifted to a
temperature of 170 �C by multiplying the relaxation times with aT (table 4.1).

Melt HDPE I was investigated by Kraft (1996) [27], [28] in shear, and by Hachmann
(1996) [23] in multiaxial extensions with the rotary clamp technique. Experiments in
shear with rotational rheometry (chapt. 6.3), and in uniaxial extension with the RME
were repeated in this work to verify the results. In addition, step-shear strain experi-
ments were performed, and a damping function was derived from the measured shear
relaxation modulus (chapt. 6.3). For the extensional experiments, samples prepared by
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Hachmann [23] were extruded before compression moulding (900 min at a temperature
of 170 �C and 35 bar). In this work, samples for RME measurements were compres-
sion moulded from pellets at IKT. To obtain more homogeneous samples, two plates
were produced independently by compression moulding and then remelted together in
the moulding form, and compression moulded again for 120 min at a temperature of
170 �C, applying a pressure of 30 bar.

4.1.2 PS

Melt PS is a radically polymerised polystyrene (PS158K, BASF AG/Germany), and
is clearly free of any long-chain branches [23]. It is characterised by

Weight-averaged molecular weight MW = 336000 g/Mol
Number-averaged molecular weight Mn = 125000 g/Mol

MW=Mn = 2:85
Glass transition temperature Tg = 98 �C
Test temperature T = 170 �C
Density at room temperature �RT = 1:05 g=cm3

Density at test temperature �T = 0:979 g=cm3

i gi [Pa] �i [s]
1 1.120E+05 6.134E-03
2 5.579E+04 5.270E-02
3 4.049E+04 3.106E-01
4 2.199E+04 1.611E+00
5 7.545E+03 7.718E+00
6 1.396E+03 3.998E+01
7 1.565E+02 3.043E+02

Table 4.2: Relaxation spectrum of PS at 170 �C.

Melt PS was investigated by Hachmann (1996) [23] in uniaxial and equibiaxial ex-
tension. Again, pellets were extruded before compression moulding [23] to produce
homogenous samples (10 min at a temperature of 190 �C and 35 bar).
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4.2 Long-chain-branched polymer melts

4.2.1 LDPE I

Melt LDPE I is a commercial, low-density polyethylene melt (Lupolen 1810H, BASF
AG/Germany) with long-chain branches [23], stabilised by Ciba/Switzerland. Its char-
acteristic properties and test temperature are:

Weight-averaged molecular weight MW = 188000 g/Mol
Number-averaged molecular weight Mn = 16600 g/Mol

MW=Mn = 11:3
Melting temperature Tm = 110 �C
Test temperature T = 150 �C
Density at room temperature �RT = 0:917 g=cm3

Density at test temperature �T = 0:778 g=cm3

Activation energy Ea=58.6 kJ/Mol

i gi [Pa] �i [s]
1 5.202E+04 1.000E-02
2 2.968E+04 1.000E-01
3 9.797E+03 1.000E+00
4 2.578E+03 1.000E+01
5 2.746E+02 1.000E+02
6 4.587E+00 1.000E+03

Table 4.3: Relaxation spectrum of LDPE I at 150 �C.

Melt LDPE I was again investigated by Kraft (1996) [27], [28] in shear, and by Hach-
mann (1996) [23] in multiaxial extensions. Experiments in shear with rotational rheo-
metry and in uniaxial extension with the RME were repeated in this work to verify
the results (chapt. 6.4). Additionally, step-shear strain experiments were performed to
derive a damping function from the shear relaxation modulus (chapt. 6.4). Samples
were prepared by compression moulding for 30 min at a temperature of 170 �C and a
pressure of 25 bar.

4.2.2 PP II

Melt PP II is a propylene homopolymer with long-chain branches. Long-chain-branch-
ing is achieved by electron radiation [30]. The characteristic properties of melt PP II
and the test temperature are:
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Weight-averaged molecular weight MW = 586600 g/Mol
Number-averaged molecular weight Mn = 61750 g/Mol

MW=Mn = 9:5
Melting temperature Tm = 162:4 �C
Test temperature T = 180 �C
Density at room temperature �RT = 0:909 g=cm3

Activation energy Ea=54.9 kJ/Mol

i gi [Pa] �i [s]
1 5.647E+04 4.411E-03
2 1.404E+04 3.252E-02
3 6.240E+03 2.241E-01
4 2.152E+03 1.483E+00
5 6.768E+02 1.061E+01
6 1.231E+02 7.449E+01
7 2.149E+01 5.045E+02

Table 4.4: Relaxation spectrum of PP II at 180 �C.

Melt PP II was investigated with a M�unstedt type tensile rheometer (MTR) by Kurz-
beck (1999) [29], [30]. Pellets were extruded through a capillary die and cut into
cylindrically-shaped samples. Afterwards, samples were allowed to anneal for 30 min
in a silicon oil bath at 180 �C to remove residual stresses.
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5 Experimental results and comparison to theory

In the molecular stress function theory (chapt. 2.4.3), the molecular stress function f
was originally supposed to be a function of hu0i0 [85], [86], [87]. Later, it was shown
[80] that f can alternatively be derived from a strain energy function, which leads to a
dependence of f on the average logarithmic stretch hln(u0)i0 instead of hu0i0. hln(u0)i0
represents the relative orientational free energy of the average tube segment. The
contour length of the tube is then given by

L = L0 e
hln(u0)i0 (5.1)

While the di�erence of hu0i0 and ehln(u
0)i0 is limited, the comparison of experimental

results to the MSF theory will be based on Eq. (5.1).

5.1 Linear polymer melts

For linear polymer melts, Wagner and Schae�er (1992) [85] proposed an a�ne defor-
mation of the average tube diameter with increasing deformation which corresponds
to a constant tube volume (see the corresponding Eq. (2.125) in chapt. 2.4.3),

V

V0
=
a2 L

a20L0

=
a2

a20
ehln(u0)i0 = 1 (5.2)

By use of Eq. (5.1), the molecular stress function f 2 follows immediately as

f 2 =
a2
0

a2
=

L

L0

= ehln(u0)i0 (5.3)

with the average logarithmic stretch hln(u0)i0. Since f 2 is linear in the scalar stretch
L=L0 seen by the average tube segment, this equation is called the "Linear Molecular
Stress Function (LMSF)" theory [80], [82].

While V is the hypothetical volume of the average tube segment assuming a�ne de-
formation, the physical length Lm of the average tube segment occupied by the macro-
molecular chain is given by the line density n=Lm = a=b2 of monomers in the tube
which leads to [80]

Lm = L0

a0
a
= L0f = L0 e

1

2
hln(u0)i0

(5.4)

Hence, the increase of Lm is only proportional to the square root of the stretch �eld L,
i.e. the physical length Lm is not deformed a�nely in contrast to the tube diameter.
Consequently, f 2 in Eq. (5.3) describes a non-a�ne deformation.
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Predictions of the non-linear strain measure S LMSF of the LMSF theory with S IA
DE

(Eq. 2.106),

S LMSF = f 2 S IA
DE = ehln(u0)i0S IA

DE (5.5)

describe an unbounded growth of the extensional viscosities in contrast to the experi-
mentally observed behaviour of polymer melts which approach steady-state viscosities
at large deformations.

To take into account this saturation e�ect, the rate-of-change of f 2 according to the
LMSF theory is considered

@f 2

@t
=

1

L0

dL

dt
= ehln(u0)i0 @hln(u

0)i0
@t

= ehln(u0)i0� : S (5.6)

where use has been made of the relation [32], [82]

@hln(u0)i0
@t

= � :
Du0u0
u02

E
0
= � : S (5.7)

S is the second order orientation tensor (chapt. 2.4.1). Thus, @f 2=@t is seen to be
equal to the velocity of the stretch �eld L=L0.

If the assumption is made that at larger deformations an increasing slip between the
stretching and the stretch �eld occurs, Eq. (5.6) is changed to

@f 2

@t
= (1� �)

1

L0

dL

dt
=

 
1� f 2 � 1

f 2max � 1

!
ehln(u0)i0 � : S (5.8)

The slip factor � = (f 2 � 1)=(f 2max � 1) is equal to zero for f 2 = 1, and equal to one
(i.e. total slip) for f 2 = f 2max. In this way, a maximum value of the molecular stress
function, fmax, is introduced.

Integration of Eq. (5.8) leads to the following relation for f 2,

f 2 = 1 + (f 2max � 1)

2
41� exp

0
@�ehln(u

0)i0 � 1

f 2max � 1

1
A
3
5 (5.9)

which degenerates to Eq. (5.3) at small strains. The strain measure resulting from
Eq. (5.9) with the non-linear material parameter fmax will simply be denoted by MSF
in the following.

Predictions of the non-linear strain measures of the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory, and of
the LMSF and MSF model will be presented in comparison to experimental data of a
linear polyethylene melt (HDPE I), and a polystyrene melt (PS).
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5.1.1 HDPE I

Figs. 5.1-5.4 show the uniaxial or elongational (�u), the equibiaxial (�e), and both pla-
nar (�p1; �p2) viscosities of melt HDPE I measured by Hachmann (1996) [23] at a tem-
perature of 150 �C and at constant strain-rates _"0 between 0:003 and 1 s�1. Included
in the �gures is the zero-shear viscosity �0(t). All extensional viscosities are rescaled to
�0(t). Melt HDPE I shows a comparatively strong strain-hardening behaviour, which is
due to the addition of a high molecular weight fraction. Long-chain-branching, usually
responsible for enhanced strain-hardening, can be excluded due to IR measurements
of Kraft (1996) [27] who detected no branching. Linster and Meissner (1986) [35] in-
vestigated several HDPE melts and found that enhanced strain-hardening e�ects can
be produced by a small amount of very long, linear molecules in the molecular weight
distribution.

To demonstrate the inability of the Doi-Edwards (DE) model to describe the strain-
hardening behaviour in extensional ows, predictions of the non-linear strain measure
S IA

DE (Eq. (2.106)) are presented in �gs. 5.1-5.4. It is obvious that the DE theory can-
not predict any strain-hardening in extensional ows. In contrast, the non-linear strain
measure S LMSF (Eq. (5.5)) of the LMSF theory allows a precise prediction of the vis-
cosity upturn of �u, �e and �p1 up to large deformations, and even describes the e�ect
that no strain-hardening behaviour is observed for the second planar viscosity �p2. It
should be noted that this is possible with a simple exponential dependence on the
average logarithmic stretch hln(u0)i0 and without any non-linear parameter. To take
into account the saturation e�ect of extensional viscosities at large deformations, a
maximum value fmax of the molecular stress function was introduced in Eq. (5.9). The
resulting non-linear strain measure S MSF allows a consistent description of all exten-
sional modes with f 2max = 30, estimated from the steady-state elongational viscosity �u
of melt HDPE I. This corresponds to a maximum stretch ratio of the macromolecular
chains of fmax = 5:5. For the uniaxial and �rst planar viscosity, a slight discrepancy
between the experimental data and the predictions exists with an overprediction at
high strain-rates and an underprediction at low strain-rates. At low strain-rates, as
shown before (chapt. 3.1.2), enhanced strain-hardening is often only an artefact due
to problems in the force measurement system. At large strain-rates, the sample often
ruptures before steady-state values are reached.

With the MSF model it is thus possible to describe extensional ows of melt HDPE
I consistently by use of the linear-viscoelastic relaxation spectrum and just one non-
linear material parameter fmax, determined from uniaxial experiments.

In the following the shear ow rheology of melt HDPE I in start-up ow tests is
presented, investigated by Kraft (1996) [27] at a temperature of 170 �C. Figs. 5.5
and 5.7 show the shear viscosity �( _; t) (Eq. (2.29)) of melt HDPE I for shear-rates _
between 0.001 and 10 s�1. All curves pass through a maximum before reaching steady-
state. Even at the smallest shear-rate, the linear regime, i.e. the zero-shear viscosity
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Figure 5.1: Elongational viscosity �u of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 30 (Eq. (5.9)).
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Figure 5.2: Equibiaxial viscosity �e of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 30 (Eq. (5.9)).
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Figure 5.3: First planar viscosity �p1 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 30 (Eq. (5.9)).
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Figure 5.4: Second planar viscosity �p2 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T =
150 �C, with f 2max = 30 (Eq. (5.9)), shifted for clarity by the factors indicated.
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Figure 5.5: Shear viscosity � of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 170 �C, with
f 2max = 30 (Eq. (5.9)), determined from extensional data.
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Figure 5.6: First normal stress coe�cient 	1 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of
T = 170 �C, with f 2max = 30 (Eq. (5.9)), determined from extensional data.
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Figure 5.7: Shear viscosity � of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 170 �C and
comparison to the DE model (Eq. (2.107)).
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Figure 5.8: First normal stress coe�cient 	1 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of
T = 170 �C and comparison to the DE model (Eq. (2.107)).
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�0(t), is not reached. In �gs. 5.6 and 5.8, the corresponding �rst normal stress function
	1( _; t) (Eq. (2.30)) is presented for shear-rates _ between 0.01 and 10 s�1. All curves
form a common envelope at small deformations, presented by the linear-viscoelastic
function 	1;0, which is calculated from the spectrum of relaxation times (Eq. (2.57)).
The experimental data are compared in �gs. 5.5 and 5.6 to the predictions of the MSF
theory with f 2max = 30, a value which was found to be appropriate for extensional
ows. But both �( _; t) and 	1( _; t) are clearly overpredicted for all shear-rates by the
MSF theory with f 2max = 30, and the discrepancy between experiment and theory
increases with increasing shear-rate.

Surprisingly, predictions of the non-linear strain measure S IA
DE of the Doi-Edwards

(DE) theory show good agreement with experimental data for both �( _; t) (�g. 5.7)
and 	1( _; t) (�g. 5.8), and for all shear-rates. The shear viscosity �(t) is predicted
nearly quantitatively including the maximum of �(t) before reaching steady-state. The
disagreement for the shear-rate _ = 3 s�1 seems to be an experimental error which
is con�rmed by new measurements (see chapt. 6.3). Since the DE model does not
describe a maximum in the normal stress di�erence, the 	1( _; t) curves are slightly
underpredicted, mainly in the region of the maximum.

The discrepany in the description of shear and extensional rheology of melt HDPE I
will be considered in more detail in chapter 6.

In the appendix, the uniaxial viscosity of other linear polymer melts is presented. In
particular, two linear high density polyethylenes (HDPE II and III), two linear low
density polyethylenes (LLDPE, POP), and two polypropylenes (PP I and III) are
considered. Measurements were performed either by use of our elongational rheometer
RME or by other commercial RMEs, or by M�unstedt type tensile rheometers (MTR).
The experimental data are compared to the MSF model of Eq. (5.9) with the non-
linear material parameter fmax. An encouraging agreement is found between theory and
experiment. Depending on the di�erent strain-hardening behaviour of the investigated
linear melts, the maximum stretch of the macromolecular chains is between fmax = 1:3
and fmax = 5:5. Hence, fmax allows to quantify di�erences in the strain-hardening
behaviour. Since the MSF model describes biaxial extensions with fmax estimated from
the uniaxial experiment (which can be performed by use of a commercial instrument),
it is possible to predict the equibiaxial and both planar viscosities for all linear polymer
melts investigated.

5.1.2 PS

In �gs. 5.9 and 5.11, the uniaxial (�u) and equibiaxial (�e) viscosities of the polystyrene
(PS) melt are shown, measured by Hachmann (1996) [23] at a temperature of 170 �C
and at constant strain-rates _"0 between 0.003 and 1:5 s

�1. Both viscosities are rescaled
to the zero-shear viscosity �0(t). The melt PS shows considerable strain-hardening
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Figure 5.9: Elongational viscosity �u of melt PS at a temperature of T = 170 �C, with
f 2max = 13 (Eq. (5.9)).
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Figure 5.10: Damping function hu of melt PS calculated from elongational viscosity,
with f 2max = 13 (Eq. (5.9)).
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Figure 5.11: Equibiaxial viscosity �e of melt PS at a temperature of T = 170 �C, with
f 2max = 13 (Eq. (5.9)), shifted for clarity by the factors indicated.
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Figure 5.12: Damping function he of melt PS calculated from equibiaxial viscosity,
with f 2max = 13 (Eq. (5.9)).
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in uniaxial extension, although it is free of any long-chain branches, and only little
strain-hardening in equibiaxial extension. By use of the linear relaxation spectrum
(chapt. 4.1.2), the uniaxial (hu) and equibiaxial (he) damping functions were calculated
from the extensional viscosities (�gs. 5.10 and 5.12).

Included in all �gures are the predictions of the non-linear strain measure of the DE
model, the LMSF model of Eq. (5.3) and the MSF model of Eq. (5.9) with a maximum
molecular stress function of fmax = 3:6 (corresponding to f 2max = 13). Although the
LMSF model describes the upturn of the viscosities up to rather large deformations,
and the damping functions up to a Hencky strain of "H � 1:5, the MSF model with
the non-linear material parameter fmax is needed to �t the steady-state values. Fitted
to the uniaxial viscosity, the same fmax allows to describe the equibiaxial viscosity,
although it exhibits only little strain-hardening, and both damping functions (hu and
he).

5.2 Long-chain-branched polymer melts

Long-chain-branched polymer melts show a much stronger upturn of the extensional
viscosities with increasing deformation and cannot be described by a linear dependence
of f 2 on the average logarithmic stretch hln(u0)i0 [78]. To consider this enhanced stress
growth, branch points are treated for simplicity as junctions of a cross-linked system
[80], following the theory of rubber elasticity. Assuming (in contrast to the LMSF
theory) an average a�ne deformation of cross-links, the length Lm of a network strand
between cross-links is given by

Lm = L = L0 e
hln(u0)i0 (5.10)

upon a deformation by a stretch �eld L. With f = a0=a and Lma = L0a0, the square
of the molecular stress function, f 2, can be derived as

f 2 =
L2

m

L2
0

= e2hln(u0)i0 (5.11)

However, incorporating Eq. (5.11) into the non-linear strain measure S
MSF

of
Eq. (2.123) even overpredicts the dependence of cross-linked systems, which demon-
strates that the deformation of network strands must be non-a�ne [80].

In the theory of Flory (1976) [22], junction uctuations are proposed, with

L2

m = hLmi2 + (�Lm)
2 (5.12)

Lm is the instantaneous end-to-end length of a network strand or a tube segment,
which can be presented as the sum of the mean hLmi and a uctuation �Lm from the
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mean. According to Flory, hLmi2 and (�Lm)
2 are related to the average functionality

' of the network and to the stretch L by

hLmi2 =
 
1� 2

'

!
L2 (5.13)

and

(�Lm)
2 =

2

'
L2

0
(5.14)

respectively. Hence, the mean is deformed a�nely with L, while the uctuations are
independent of the constraints. The molecular stress function can then be expressed
as

f 2 =
L2

m

L2
0

=

 
1� 2

'

!
e2hln(u0)i0 + 2

'
(5.15)

or if an average functionality of ' = 4 is assumed [80], as

f 2 =
1

2
e2hln(u0)i0 + 1

2
(5.16)

Due to the quadratic dependence of f 2 on the stretch, Eq. (5.16) is called "Quadratic
Molecular Stress Function (QMSF)" theory [80].

As in the case of the LMSF theory, predictions of the non-linear strain measure S QMSF

of the QMSF theory with

S QMSF = f 2S IA
DE =

�
1

2
e2hln(u0)i0 + 1

2

�
S IA
DE (5.17)

describe an unbounded growth of the extensional viscosities, in contrast to the exper-
imentally observed behaviour of polymer melts which show steady-state viscosities at
large deformations. Again the rate-of-change of f 2 is regarded

@f 2

@t
=

1

2L2
0

dL2

dt
= e2hln(u0)i0� : S (5.18)

to model the steady-state behaviour at large deformations, with @f 2=@t being now
proportional to the rate-of-change of the square of the stretch �eld L=L0.

By introducing slip and a maximum value f 2max of the molecular stress function,

@f 2

@t
=

 
1� (f 2 � 1)

(f 2max � 1)

!
1

2L2
0

dL2

dt
=

 
1� (f 2 � 1)

(f 2max � 1)

!
e2 hln(u0)i0� : S (5.19)

and by integration, the molecular stress function is given by

f 2 = 1 + (f 2max � 1)

2
41� exp

0
@�e2hln(u

0)i0 � 1

2(f 2max � 1)

1
A
3
5 (5.20)
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which reduces to Eq. (5.16) for small strains. As in the case of the LMSF model, the
strain measure resulting from Eq. (5.20) with the non-linear material parameter fmax
will be denoted by MSF. Note that "MSF" is used for both cases, linear and branched
polymer melts, and it includes either the LMSF or QMSF theory at small deformations
depending on the topology of the melt.

In the following, predictions of the non-linear strain measures of the Doi-Edwards
(DE) theory, and of the LMSF, QMSF, and MSF model are compared to experimental
data of a long-chain-branched polyethylene melt (LDPE I), and a long-chain-branched
polypropylene melt (PP II).

5.2.1 LDPE I

Figs. 5.13-5.16 show the uniaxial (�u), equibiaxial (�e), and planar (�p1; �p2) viscosities
of melt LDPE I measured by Hachmann (1996) [23] at a temperature of 150 �C and at
constant strain-rates _"0 between 0:003 and 1:04 s�1. Again, all extensional viscosities
are rescaled to the zero-shear viscosity �0(t). The non-linear strain measure S IA

DE of
the Doi-Edwards (DE) model (Eq. (2.106)), including the IA approximation, clearly
underpredicts all extensional viscosities. The orientation tensor S IA

DE is not able to
predict strain-hardening, and is only responsible for orientation. Included into �g. 5.13
are the predictions of the LMSF theory of Eq. (5.5) to demonstrate that indeed the
upturn of the uniaxial viscosity of the long-chain-branched polyethylene melt is more
pronounced than for linear melts. This is not only the case for the uniaxial viscosity
�u, but also for the extensional viscosities �e and �p1 [78], [80]. However, the upturn
can be described quite accurately for all deformation modes by the zero-parameter
model QMSF (Eq. (5.16)) shown for all extensional modes (�gs. 5.13-5.16).

The steady-state values of the extensional viscosities cannot be described by the QMSF
theory due to its exponential character and the resulting unlimited stress growth. But
with a maximum value f 2max = 100, determined from the steady-state values of the
uniaxial viscosity (�u) of melt LDPE I, a consistent description of all extensional modes
is possible by use of Eq. (5.20). This corresponds to a maximum stretch ratio of the
macromolecules by a factor of 10. The discrepancy between the steady-state viscosities
predicted and observed seems to be more pronounced than in the case of melt HDPE
I, with again an overprediction at high strain-rates and an underprediction at low
strain-rates for the uniaxial and �rst planar viscosity. But again at high strain-rates,
the tensile stress is very large which might lead to a rupture of the sample in such a way
that no steady-state viscosities can be observed. Therefore, a slight overprediction of
the viscosity might be reasonable. At low strain-rates, the underpredictions of strain-
hardening are probably again due to an artefact caused by the force measurement
system.
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Figure 5.13: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (5.20)).
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Figure 5.14: Equibiaxial viscosity �e of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (5.20)).
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Figure 5.15: First planar viscosity �p1 of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (5.20)).
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Figure 5.16: Second planar viscosity �p2 of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T =
150 �C, with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (5.20)), shifted for clarity by the factors indicated.
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New measurements of the uniaxial viscosity with our RME show that the MSF model
is also able to describe the uniaxial viscosity at lower strain-rates with the same fmax,
estimated from the viscosity at strain-rates in the mid-range (�g. 5.17). (By use of a
new linear-viscoelastic relaxation spectrum, which gives a better �t to the new mea-
surements, a new value of f 2max = 50 was found to describe the elongational viscosity
of melt LDPE I). This is con�rmed not only for melt LDPE I, but for several other
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Figure 5.17: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 50 (Eq. (5.20)), and a new linear-viscoelastic relaxation spectrum (see
appendix).

low density polyethylene melts, presented in the appendix. Thus, fmax does not seem
to be strain-rate dependent.

With the MSF model it is possible to describe biaxial extensions of melt LDPE I
uniformly with the linear-viscoelastic relaxation spectrum and just one non-linear
material parameter fmax, determined from uniaxial experiments. The quality of the
predictions of the MSF model for the uniaxial viscosity is con�rmed for several long-
chain-branched polymer melts in the appendix by di�erent values of fmax between 6.3
and 10. As in the case of linear polymer melts, fmax is able to reveal di�erences in the
strain-hardening behaviour.
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Figure 5.18: Shear viscosity � of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C, with
f 2max = 100 (Eq. (5.20)), determined from extensional data.
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Figure 5.19: First normal stress coe�cient 	1 of LDPE I melt at a temperature of
T = 150 �C, with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (5.20)), determined from extensional data.
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Figure 5.20: Shear viscosity � of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C, with
f 2max = 3 (Eq. (5.20)).
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Figure 5.21: First normal stress coe�cient 	1 of melt LDPE I at a temperature of
T = 150 �C, with f 2max = 3 (Eq. (5.20)).
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The shear ow rheology of melt LDPE I in start-up ow tests was performed by Kraft
(1996) [27] at a temperature of 150 �C. Figs. 5.18 and 5.20 show the shear viscosity
�( _; t) (Eq. (2.29)) of melt LDPE I for shear-rates _ between 0.001 and 10 s�1. All
curves pass through a maximum before reaching steady-state. In �gs. 5.19 and 5.21,
the corresponding �rst normal stress function 	1( _; t) (Eq. (2.30)) is presented for
shear-rates _ between 0.01 and 10 s�1. All 	1( _; t) curves form a common envelope
at small deformations, presented by the linear-viscoelastic function 	1;0(t), which was
calculated from the spectrum of relaxation times (Eq. (2.57)).

The predictions of the non-linear strain measure S MSF of the MSF model (Eq. (5.20)),
which was found to describe all extensional modes consistently with f 2max = 100, is
compared to the experimental data (�gs. 5.18 and 5.19). Again, �( _; t) and 	1( _; t) are
clearly overpredicted for all shear-rates by the molecular stress function determined
from the uniaxial experiment. The overprediction increases with increasing shear-rate.
But �( _; t) and 	1( _; t) are also underpredicted by the non-linear strain measure S IA

DE

of the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory (Eq. (2.106)), as shown in �gs. 5.18 and 5.19.

Choosing a smaller value for the maximum molecular stress function, e.g. f 2max = 3
which corresponds to a maximum stretch of fmax = 1:73, a surprisingly good agree-
ment between theory and experiment is found for all shear-rates of �( _; t) (�g. 5.20)
and 	1( _; t) (�g. 5.21). The shear viscosity �( _; t) is predicted nearly quantitatively
including the maximum of �(t) before reaching steady-state, and also the predictions
for 	1( _; t) at least up to a shear-rate of _ = 0:3 s�1 are extremely well. At higher
shear-rates the maximum of 	1( _; t) is not predicted.

Though extensional (irrotational) ow can be described consistently by the MSF model
and just one non-linear material parameter, the chain stretching in shear (rotational)
ow seems to be substantially smaller than in extensional ows.

5.2.2 PP II

In �g. 5.22 the uniaxial or elongational viscosity (�u) of the polypropylene (PP II)
melt is shown together with the threefold zero-shear viscosity �0(t). The measurements
were performed by Kurzbeck (1999) [29] at a temperature of 180 �C and strain-rates
_"0 between 0.002 and 2:0 s�1 by use of the MTR. The melt PP II shows extreme
strain-hardening, which can be predicted quantitatively by the QMSF model with f 2

according to Eq. (5.16) up to the maximum strains investigated. No saturation e�ect
can be seen for the elongational viscosity. Two experiments with Hencky strains up
to "H = 4 indicate that the viscosity might reach steady-state values at much higher
strains. Indeed, creep tests con�rmed that a steady-state viscosity exists at viscosities
greater than 2 � 106 Pas [29].
By use of the linear-viscoelastic relaxation spectrum (chapt. 4.2.2), the uniaxial (hu)
damping function was calculated from the elongational viscosity. hu is compared to
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Figure 5.22: Elongational viscosity �u of melt PP II at a temperature of T = 180 �C.
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Figure 5.23: Damping function hu of melt PP II calculated from elongational viscosity.
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the predictions of the non-linear strain measure of the DE theory, the LMSF model of
Eq. (5.3) and the QMSF model of Eq. (5.16) (�g. 5.23). Whilst the DE theory clearly
underpredicts hu, the LMSF model seems to give a good description up to a Hencky
strain of "H = 1, neglecting the scatter at small Hencky strains due to experimental
di�culties. At larger strains, the experimental data seems to reach a plateau value,
which is well described by the QMSF model.

5.3 Consequences for further developments of the MSF the-

ory

The extensional viscosities of the linear and long-chain branched melts investigated
are clearly underpredicted by the Doi-Edwards (DE) theory, i.e. the DE model cannot
describe strain-hardening behaviour, and is only responsible for the e�ects of chain
orientation. Therefore, strain-hardening can be de�ned [80] as viscosity upturn above
the DE prediction in contrast to the usual de�nition as upturn above the zero-shear
viscosity �0 [32]. Strain-hardening is quanti�ed in terms of chain stretching, and thus
not only long-chain-branched, but also linear polymer melts exhibit strain-hardening
for all extensional modes. Macromolecular chains are both orientated and stretched
by extensional deformations. In the MSF model, chain stretching is explained by a
reduction of the tube diameter with increasing deformation.

The LMSF theory describes the strain-dependence of the viscosity upturn for linear
polymer melts with an exponential dependence of the molecular stress function f on
the stretch hln(u0)i0. Long-chain branched melts show a more severe upturn of the
extensional viscosities with increasing deformation which can be quanti�ed by the
QMSF model with a quadratic dependence on hln(u0)i0, derived from the junction
uctuation theory of Flory [22].

Hence, with both zero-parameter models, either LMSF or QMSF depending on the
topology of the melt, a quantitative description of the viscosity upturn is possible up
to saturation of the extensional viscosities. Hence, the MSF theory can be used to
identify the branching structure of polymer melts.

With increasing deformation, the slip between the macromolecular chains and the
stretch �eld L=L0 increases up to total slip when a maximum value fmax of the molec-
ular stress function f or a minimum tube diameter is reached. The maximum value of
strain-hardening is governed by fmax, the only non-linear material parameter needed to
describe the saturation e�ect in extensional (irrotational) ow, which is directly related
to the strain-hardening e�ect. A large value of fmax is responsible for enhanced strain-
hardening, a small value of fmax for a small amount of strain-hardening. If fmax = 1,
then the DE theory is recovered. For linear polymer melts, fmax was found to be be-
tween 1:3 � fmax � 5:5, and for branched polymer melts between 6:3 � fmax � 10
(including the polymer melts considered in the appendix). fmax seems to depend on
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the molecular weight distribution and branching topology. If fmax is estimated from an
uniaxial extension experiment, performed with a commercial elongational rheometer,
the steady-state viscosities can be predicted for all extensional deformation modes.

However, shear (rotational) ow of both polyethylene melts, linear (HDPE I) and
branched (LDPE I), cannot be described by the non-linear material parameter fmax
estimated from the respective uniaxial viscosity experiment. Smaller values of fmax
were found describing the shear ow rheology. For melt HDPE I, fmax � 1 in contrast
to fmax = 5:5 from extension gives a good prediction of the shear ow rheology.
Therefore, as f is close to unity, the shear ow of melt HDPE I can be described in
good approximation by the DE theory (IA approximation). For melt LDPE I, shear
ow rheology is predicted adequately by fmax = 1:73 instead of fmax = 10 derived
from extension.

In summary, the constitutive equation of the MSF theory with the non-linear strain
measure of the LMSF (Eq. (5.9)) or QMSF (Eq. (5.20)) model, is not able to describe
extensional and shear ows consistently with just one non-linear material parameter
fmax. The molecular stress function theory for polymer melts has to be extended to
�nd a consistent description for both irrotational and rotational ows.
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6 Extended MSF theory including dissipative con-

straint release

6.1 The free energy of the MSF model

Considering the strain energy function of strain-dependent tube stretch models, the
stretch evolution equation has to be written as a function of hln(u0)i0 [82], [80]. This
can be shown by deriving the free energy of the MSF theory [64].

The entropic free energy wLMSF of a linear entangled chain segment con�ned to a tube
with strain-dependent tube diameter a is given by [10], [37]

wLMSF

3kT
=
Ne b

2

a2
� 1 =

a2
0

a2
� 1 = f 2 � 1 (6.1)

where use has been made of the de�nition of f (Eq. (2.126)). The linear entangled chain
segment consists of a large number Ne = a2

0
=b2 of monomers between entanglements.

In contrast, the free energy wDE of the DE theory is only due to the entropy reduction
caused by the orientation of rigid tube segments [40],

wDE

3kT
= hln(u0)i0 (6.2)

After a step deformation, the stress tensor � is given by

� =
1

5
G0

Nf
2S IA

DE = G0

N f
2S (6.3)

and the time change of the free energy wLMSF is governed at segmental level by @f 2=@t,

1

3kT

@wLMSF

@t
=
@f 2

@t
= � :

�

G0

N

(6.4)

which is related to the power of the stress tensor � and therefore the rate of doing work
according to the principle of virtual work [32]. In Eq. (6.4), dissipation is neglected,
and it is assumed that all mechanical work done by the stress tensor is stored by tube
deformation. This is called the "limiting elastic case". In the terminology of �Ottinger
[55], [56], this corresponds to the regime of "reversible thermodynamics".

Replacing � in Eq. (6.4) by Eq. (6.3), the evolution equation of the molecular stress
function f is then found to be

@f 2

@t
= (� : S) f 2 (6.5)
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Integration of Eq. (6.5) with the respect to time t leads to

ln f 2 =

tZ
0

(� : S)dt0 (6.6)

Considering the same virtual work argument for the free energy wDE of the DE theory,
the following expression is obtained from Eq. (6.2) [80]

@hln(u0)i0
@t

= � : S (6.7)

From Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), ln f 2 is found to be equal to the average logarithmic stretch
hln(u0)i0. This shows that indeed the MSF theory involves a dependence of f on
hln(u0)i0 of the form

f 2 = ehln(u0)i0 (6.8)

For small deformations, the free energy wLMSF is equal to the one calculated from the
DE theory (IA),

wLMSF

3kT
j!0 = ehln(u0)i0 j!0 � 1 � hln(u0)i0 = wDE

3kT
(6.9)

which demonstrates that the orientation process, described by the DE theory (IA), is
the dominant entropic e�ect at start-up of ows. This fact can explicitly be expressed
in Eq. (6.1) by separating the e�ects of orientation and chain stretch,

wLMSF

3kT
= hln(u0)i0 + f 2 � lnf 2 � 1 (6.10)

where use has been made of Eq. (6.8). The orientational part of the free energy,
hln(u0)i0, is identical to the free energy of the DE theory (IAA), while the part due
to chain stretch has the desired properties, i.e. a minimum at equilibrium (f 2 = 1), a
quadratic dependence on f 2 in the vicinity of equilibrium, and a divergence at f 2 = 0.

So far, the limiting elastic case was considered, i.e. it was assumed that the polymeric
system exhibits ideal elasticity, and that the work of the stress tensor � is totally
stored by tube deformation. Assuming now more generally that part of the work of
� will be dissipated, then this dissipation process has to be considered in the energy
balance which describes the reduction of the tube diameter. An extra term, simply
denoted by "CR ", is introduced on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.4) which leads to

1

3kT

@wLMSF

@t
+ CR = � :

�

G0
N

(6.11)

In the terminology of �Ottinger [55], [56], Eq. (6.11) is an expression of "irreversible
thermodynamics". As before, the �rst term on the left-hand side is given by @f 2=@t and
expresses the energy stored per unit time. By using here Eq. (6.10) instead of Eq. (6.1),
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orientation is assumed to be reversible, i.e. orientation has an energy potential, while
chain stretch has no potential. The overall power in terms of the stress tensor of
Eq. (6.3) is expressed on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.11). This leads to a more
general evolution equation of f for linear polymer melts,

@f 2

@t
= f 2

"
(� : S)� CR

f 2 � 1

#
(6.12)

where CR is a dissipative term, caused by "Constraint Release". The idea of "Con-
straint Release" was �rst introduced by Marrucci (1996) [38] and Mead et al. (1998)
[42]. For small deformations, the solution of Eq. (6.12) reduces again to Eq. (6.8), as
"Constraint Release" can be neglected in this case.

Since the relaxation of the chain occurs mainly by reptation, the Helmholtz free en-
ergy WLMSF per unit volume is derived for any arbitrary strain-history by a time-
superposition of contributions from c=Ne tube segments which leads to

WLMSF (t) = G0

N

tZ
�1

@Pt(t� t0)

@t0
(hln(u0)i0 + f 2 � lnf 2 � 1)dt0 (6.13)

with the survival probability Pt(t � t0) of a tube segment, and the plateau modulus
G0

N .

The evolution equation Eq. (6.12) was derived considering the free energy of a tube
segment of linear entangled chains for whichNeb

2 = a2
0
is valid at equilibrium. However,

in the previous chapter it was shown that the LMSF theory cannot describe the onset
of the extensional viscosity of long-chain branched polymer melts. Hence, for branched
melts the parameter � with 0 < � � 1 is introduced [64],

Neb
2 = �a2

0
(6.14)

which allows to distinguish between the equilibrium tube diameter a0 of a polymer
made up of linear chains (� = 1), and �a2

0
for a branched environment. � is seen as

the inuence of the e�ective free energy potential, which is created by the topology of
long-chain branching, on the molecular dynamics of the melt.

At small deformations, the free energy of a branched melt must also be dominated
by the orientation process of the tube segments (Eq. (6.9)). This can be achieved by
assuming the following empirical form of the segmental free energy,

wMSF

3kT
= �(f 2 � 1) + (1� �)hln(u0)i0 (6.15)

which is a linear combination of the entropic elastic free energy wLMSF and the orien-
tational free energy wDE of a segment. From the principal of virtual work (Eq. (6.2)),
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a general evolution equation for the molecular stress function f can be derived for any
general topology of melts in the limiting elastic case,

�
@f 2

@t
+ (1� �)(� : S) = (� : S)f 2 (6.16)

by use of Eqs. (6.4), (6.5), and (6.7).

The general expression of the molecular stress function for any topology of polymer
melts in the limiting elastic case can be obtained from Eq. (6.16) by integration,

f 2 = � e

1

�
hln(u0)i0

+ (1� �) (6.17)

where dissipation by constraint release has been neglected. For � = 1, Eq. (6.17)
reduces again to Eq. (6.8) which is valid only for linear melts. For long-chain-branched
melts, a value of � = 1=2 has been found to describe the onset of extensional and
shear viscosities consistently (chapt. 5.2).

Following the same argument as used in Eq. (6.10) above, the tube deformation process
is assumed to involve a dissipative process CR, where by use of Eqs. (6.15) and (6.17),
the free energy is expressed again as the sum of the free energies of orientation and
chain stretch,

wMSF

3kT
= hln(u0)i0 + �

(
f 2 � �ln

"
1

�
(f 2 � 1) + 1

#
� 1

)
(6.18)

This leads, for 0 < � � 1, to an evolution equation for the molecular stress function f
of the general form

@f 2

@t
=

"
1

�
(f 2 � 1) + 1

# "
(� : S)� CR

f 2 � 1

#
(6.19)

where CR is again denoted as a "Constraint Release" mechanism which acts on the
tube segment scale, independently of the melt topology, and which represents a dissi-
pative term.

The Helmholtz free energy per unit volume WMSF for any arbitrary strain-history is
obtained by time-superposition of contributions from c=Ne tube segments within the
material according to

WMSF (t) = G0

N

tZ
�1

@Pt(t� t0)

@t0

"
hln(u0)i0+�

(
f 2��ln

"
1

�
(f 2�1)+1

#
� 1

)#
dt0 (6.20)
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6.2 Kinematics of tube deformation and constraint release

To understand constraint release (CR) processes in tube deformation, �rst the kine-
matics of tube deformation are considered with the intend to describe the convec-
tion mechanisms for tube orientation and tube cross-section. For this purpose, the
time derivative of the relative deformation gradient tensor F t (Eq. (2.9)) is recalled
(chapt. 2.1.2),

@ F t

@t
= �F t � � = ��T � F T

t (6.21)

and the time derivative of the relative inverse deformation gradient F �1

t (Eq. (2.10)),

@ F �1

t

@t
= � � F �1

t (6.22)

which can be calculated by use of the velocity gradient tensor �.

A unit vector p(t) is now considered which is tangential to a tube segment at any time
t, and is given by the deformed unit vector u0 (Eq. (2.86)), normalised by its length
u0,

p(t) =
u0

u0
(6.23)

This corresponds to the DE theory with the IA assumption: Eq. (6.23) describes that
the tube segments rotate a�nely with the macroscopic strain, and if the continuum
deforms at constant volume, the second order orientation tensor S (Eq. (2.106)) can be
expressed as a function of p(t) and of the orientational distribution function  (p; t) =
 (�; '; t) [15] by

S =
Du0u0
u02

E
0
= hp pi =

I
 (p; t) p p sin� d� d' (6.24)

While on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.24), the integration is over an isotropic distri-
bution of unit vectors at the past time t0, the integration on the right-hand side is
performed over the distribution function at time t.

The time rate-of-change of u0 is given by

@ u0

@t
= � � u0 (6.25)

according to Eq. (6.22). Normalised by the length u0 of the vector u0, the result is the
a�ne time change of the vector p(t) due to convection,

1

u0
@ u0

@t
= � � p(t) = p(t) (6.26)

denoted by p in the following.
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The advantage of introducing the vector p(t) is that the scalar (� : S), which corre-
sponds to the average tangential velocity of tube segments assuming a�ne convection,
can be expressed as the average of the projection of p on the orientation vector p

� : S = h� : p pi = h� � p � pi = h p � p i (6.27)

According to the MSF theory, a�ne convection is correlated to the tube diameter
reduction process. If q(t) is de�ned as a unit vector normal to the tube cross-section
at any time t,

q(t) = p(t) (6.28)

then hq � qi is the average rate-of-change of the tube cross-section under a�ne con-
vection conditions. q is the a�ne time derivative of the normal vector q, and is given
by

q(t) = ��T � q = 1

n0
@ n0

@t
(6.29)

where the a�nely deformed surface vector n0 is introduced,

n0 = F T
t � n = n � F t (6.30)

and use has been made of Eq. (6.21).

If A is the relative average tube cross-sectional area at time t,

A =
a2

a20
=

1

f 2
(6.31)

then the time derivative of A is given by

@A

@t
= hq � qiA (6.32)

From Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32), the following evolution equation for the molecular stress
function f 2 can be derived,

@ f 2

@t
= �hq � qif 2 = (� : S)f 2 (6.33)

by use of the relation
hq � qi = �� : S (6.34)

If constraint release is neglected, and linear melts (� = 1) are considered, the MSF
evolution equation (6.19) reduces to Eq. (6.33). The form of the molecular stress
function can thus be explained as a consequence of the decrease of the relative tube
cross-sectional area A. However, at large deformations the limiting elastic case is no
longer valid for the tube deformation process, as shown in chapter 5.1. The deviation
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from the a�ne convection process can be described by the more general evolution
equation [64],

@A

@t
= hq � qiA+ g[q; q; p] (1� A) (6.35)

g[q; q; p] is a scalar function of the normal vector q and the kinematic vectors q and
p, and is associated with the constraint release process. The term (1 � A) ensures
that the relative tube cross-sectional area is equal to one at equilibrium. Incorporating
Eqs. (6.31) and (6.34) into Eq. (6.35), the evolution equation for the molecular stress
function is given by

@ f 2

@t
= f 2

h
(� : S)� (f 2 � 1) g[q; q; p]

i
(6.36)

Comparing this evolution equation with Eq. (6.19) for linear melts (� = 1), the dissi-
pative constraint release term CR must be written as

CR = (f 2 � 1)2 g[q; q; p] (6.37)

The quantity (f 2 � 1)2 arises from geometrical aspects of tube deformation according
to the MSF theory and ensures that the tube has a diameter a0 at equilibrium. Hence,
further work with the intend to model the dissipative constraint release process by
tube convection will only concern the function g[q; q; p].

In order to obtain some guidance on how to model the function g[q; q; p], the evolu-
tion equation Eq. (5.8) for the LMSF model with maximum molecular stress fmax is
considered �rst. If the exponential term in Eq. (5.8) is replaced by f 2, this leads to
the following evolution equation:

@ f 2

@t
= (� : S)f 2 � f 2 (f 2 � 1)

1

f 2max � 1
(� : S) (6.38)

From Eq. (6.38) follows that the CR term includes a function g[q; q; p] of the form

g[q; q; p] = � 1

f 2max � 1
hq � qi (6.39)

where use has been made of Eq. (6.34). The numerical pre-factor is associated with
the maximum of segmental stored energy, f = fmax. The convection term hq � qi
describes the time change of the cross-sectional area projected onto the orientation
of the tube. The function g[q; q; p] can thus be interpreted as being proportional to a
loss-rate of constraints in the tube direction. Such a convection mechanism allows to
model the tube deformation in extensional ows of linear melts, but is inadequate for
shear ow (chapter 5.1).

On the evidence, a constraint release model or more precisely a function g[q; q; p]
is needed, representing a dissipative constraint release process which is substantially
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the a�ne rates-of-change of the tube segment
orientation vector p and of the cross-sectional surface vector q, in the case of extensional
ows (a) and simple shear ow (b).

di�erent for shear ow and for extensional ows. Since the model must include the
results previously described, g[q; q; p] must essentially be governed by a convection
mechanism along the tube direction, and must be a function of the �rst order of the
absolute strain-rate in order to introduce irreversibility of constraint release.

Tube deformation is subject to basic kinematic di�erences in terms of the a�ne rates-
of-change in tube orientation and in tube cross-sectional area (�g. 6.1) [64]: q is always
coaxial to p in extensional ows (where the velocity gradient tensor � is diagonal, i.e.
�T = � = D), whereas q is always perpendicular to p in simple shear ow,

p � q = �� � p � �T � p = �� � � : p p = 0 (6.40)

because each component of the second order tensor � � � is zero in simple shear ow.

It is therefore assumed that the di�erence of the rate-of-change of the tube cross-
sectional area, q, and the rate-of-change of tube segment orientation, p, is the origin of
dissipative constraint release. Restricting attention to constant strain-rate ows, two
scalar di�erences can be constructed from q and p, which are quadratic in deformation
rate,

1

4
(q � p)2 =

1

4
(�T � p+ � � p)2 = D2 : p p (6.41)

and

1

4
(q � q � p � p) = 1

4
(q + p) � (q � p) = �W � p �D � p = W �D : p p (6.42)

with the rate-of-deformation tensor, D, and the rate-of-rotation tensor, W
(chapt. 2.1.2).

Having thus established two kinematic second-order di�erences of q and p, one de-
pending only on the deformation rate, and one depending on the deformation rate and
rate-of-rotation, it is assumed that dissipative constraint release is substantially dif-
ferent for rotational and irrotational ows. Two constraint release functions g1[q; q; p]
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and g2[q; q; p] can then be introduced

g1[q; q; p] =
1

2

q
h(q � p)2i =

q
D2 : S (6.43)

and

g2[q; q; p] =
1

2

q
h(q � q � p � p)i =

q
jW �D : Sj (6.44)

which are of �rst order in the absolute value of the strain-rate. The simplest way to
express the constraint release function g[q; q; p] is a linear combination of g1[q; q; p] and
g2[q; q; p],

g[q; q; p] = a1 g1[q; q; p] + a2 g2[q; q; p] (6.45)

with the non-linear material parameters a1 � 0 and a2 � 0.

Introducing Eq. (6.45) into Eq. (6.37), rotational and irrotational ows can clearly
be distinguished by the dissipative term CR as the functions g1[q; q; p] and g2[q; q; p]
have di�erent expressions depending on ow kinematics. In simple shear ow with a
constant shear-rate _,

g1[q; q; p] =
_

2

q
S11 + S22 (6.46)

and

g2[q; q; p] =
_

2

q
jS11 � S22j (6.47)

while in extensional ows

g1[q; q; p] =
q
D2 : S = _"

q
S11 +m2S22 + (1 +m)2S33 (6.48)

and
g2[q; q; p] = 0 (6.49)

where _" is the largest strain-rate, and the parameter m as de�ned in chapter 2.1.4.

a0
0a

fmax

a =

(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Constraint release processes, in the case of extensional ows (a) and simple
shear ow (b).

At large deformations, constraint release in extensional ows occurs mainly in the
stretching direction, and thus balances the squeeze due to the advection of neighbour-
ing topological constraints (�g. 6.2a). This leads to the assumption previously made in
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the MSF theory, namely a minimum tube diameter and a maximum molecular stress
function fmax. In contrast, in simple shear ow the a�ne change of tube segment
length due to convection tends to zero, while the a�ne change of tube cross-sectional
area continues with the consequence that the tube diameter returns to its equilibrium
value a0 (�g. 6.2b).

To summarise, for linear melts and constant strain-rate ows, the evolution equation
(Eq. (6.36)) for the molecular stress function is given by

@ f 2

@t
= f 2

�
(� : S)� a1(f

2 � 1)
q
D2 : S + a2 (f

2 � 1)
q
jW �D : Sj

�
(6.50)

For long-chain-branched melts with � = 1=2, the corresponding evolution Eq. (6.19)
is given by

@ f 2

@t
= (2f 2 � 1)

�
(� : S)� a1(f

2 � 1)
q
D2 : S + a2(f

2 � 1)
q
jW �D : Sj

�
(6.51)

Hence, the extended MSF model involves only two non-linear material parameters,
namely a1 and a2, both of which govern the dissipative term in simple shear ow,
while dissipation in extensional ows (being irrotational) depends on a1 only.

The extended MSF model is no longer of the K-BKZ type, although it is strain-
dependent. In contrast to the predictions of the K-BKZ model, polymer melts exhibit
a di�erent strain dependence for simple shear and planar ("pure shear") ow in the
MSF model with stretch evolution equations (Eqs. (6.50), (6.51)), which was also ex-
perimentally observed for a polyethylene melt [26]. Material characterisations are nec-
essary both in one extensional ow experiment, preferably an elongational experiment,
and in shear ow in order to determine the relevant non-linear material parameters a1
and a2. With the non-linear material parameter a1, determined from the elongational
experiment, again excellent predictions for all biaxial extensional ows are possible.

The dissipative constraint release function g[q; q; p] can be expressed in a frame indif-
ferent form for general ows. This is most easily demonstrated by expressing g1[q; q; p]

and g2[q; q; p] as functions of the second-order Rivlin-Erickson tensors A2

1
= 4D2 and

A
2
=

@A1

@t
+ A2

1
+ 2(W �D +D �W T ) [6], [32],

g1[q; q; p] =
1

2

q
A2

1
: S (6.52)

and

g2[q; q; p] =
1

2

q
jA

2
: S � A2

1
: Sj (6.53)

which, for constant strain-rate ows, is identical to Eqs. (6.48) and (6.49).
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6.3 Comparison to extensional and shear data of linear poly-

mer melts

As shown before, the MSF theory in extensional ows is correlated with a maximum
of storable elastic energy, and accordingly a maximum value of the molecular stress
function fmax. The evolution equation of the molecular stress function for linear melts
in extensional ows is derived from Eq. (6.50) together with Eqs. (6.48) and (6.49),

@ f 2

@t
= _"f 2

�
S11+mS22�(1 +m)S33� a1(f

2 � 1)
q
S11+m2S22�(1 +m)2S33

�
(6.54)

At large deformations, a maximum f 2max of the molecular stress function is reached,
and @ f 2=@t = 0. The parameter a1 can thus be expressed as a function of f 2max,

a1 =
1

f 2max � 1
(6.55)

With f 2max = 49 instead of f 2max = 30, as found for Eq. (5.9), a consistent descrip-
tion of all extensional viscosities of melt HDPE I ([23]) is possible (�g. 6.3-6.6). A
larger value of f 2max was chosen because our measurements showed that linear poly-
mer melts might break even at lower strains and accordingly smaller stresses due to
inhomogeneity, and consequently the achievable maximum Hencky strains are smaller
than for long-chain-branched melts. Since the extensional viscosities of melt HDPE I
are rather underpredicted by Eq. (5.9) with f 2max = 30, it is reasonable to increase
the maximum of the molecular stress function to f 2max = 49 for melt HDPE I. The
predictions of in particular the �rst planar viscosity are improved. For the same rea-
sons as discussed in chapter 5.1, �u, �e, and �p1 are slightly underpredicted at low
strain-rates, and slightly overestimated at high strain-rates. However, the di�erence
of predictions using Eq. (6.54) as compared to predictions of Eq. (5.9) is not very
pronounced for irrotational ows. The uniaxial elongational viscosity at _" = 1 1=s is
recalculated by use of Eq. (5.9) with f 2max = 49 instead of f 2max = 30, and shown as a
dashed line in �g. 6.3. The onset of the elongational viscosity is nearly identical up to
a Hencky strain of "H = 3:5, then a small deviation is observed, but both curves come
together again at the same steady-state value, governed by the maximum molecular
stress function, f 2max = 49. Hence, both MSF models (Eqs. (5.9) and (6.54)) allow an
excellent, consistent description of irrotational ows.

New measurements of the shear viscosity �( _; t) and of the �rst normal stress coe�cient
	1( _; t) (denoted by IKT) in the non-linear range at 170 �C are shown together with
the measurements of Kraft [27]. Experiments were performed using the cone-and-
plate geometry of the rheometer RMS800 (chap. 3.2) to ensure that experimental
uncertainties can be excluded for the new model. The measurements are in good
agreement with the results of Kraft, and con�rm the experimental error of Kraft at a
shear-rate of _ = 3 1=s for the shear viscosity �( _; t).
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Figure 6.3: Elongational viscosity �u of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 49 (Eq. (6.54)). (Dashed line is prediction of Eq. (5.9) with f 2max = 49.)
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Figure 6.4: Equibiaxial viscosity �e of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 49 (Eq. (6.54)).
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Figure 6.5: First planar viscosity �p1 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 49 (Eq. (6.54)).
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Figure 6.6: Second planar viscosity �p2 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T =
150 �C, with f 2max = 49 (Eq. (6.54)).
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Figure 6.7: Shear viscosity � of melt HDPE I at a temperature of T = 170 �C, with
a1 = 0:02 (corresponding to f 2max = 49) and a2 = 2:3 (Eq. (6.56)).
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Figure 6.8: First normal stress coe�cient 	1 of melt HDPE I at a temperature of
T = 170 �C, with a1 = 0:02 and a2 = 2:3 (Eq. (6.56)).
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The evolution equation of the molecular stress function for linear melts in shear ow
is derived from Eq. (6.50) with Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47),

@ f 2

@t
= _f 2

�
S12 � a1

2
(f 2 � 1)

q
S11 + S22 � a2

2
(f 2 � 1)

q
jS11 � S22j

�
(6.56)

While the value of the material parameter a1 is determined by extensional ow and is
given by Eq. (6.55) with f 2max = 49, shear viscosity �( _; t) and �rst normal stress coe�-
cient 	1( _; t) of melt HDPE I are modelled by adjusting the second material parameter
a2, relevant for rotational ows, to a value of a2 = 2:3 (�g. 6.7 and 6.8). Predictions of
the overshoot and of the steady-state value of the shear viscosity are in excellent agree-
ment with experimental data. The predictions of 	1( _; t) are in general agreement with
the experimental data except at small deformations, where due to the limited sti�ness
of the instrument and radial ow, the experimental normal stress is delayed.
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Figure 6.9: Damping function h of melt HDPE I in shear, with a1 = 0:02 and a2 = 2:3
(Eq. (6.57)).

To obtain a damping function for melt HDPE I, the shear relaxation modulus G(t; )
was measured for di�erent step-shear strains up to  = 5 with the cone-and-plate
geometry of the rheometer RMS800 (chap. 3.2) at a temperature of 210 �C. The
damping function hMSF () of the MSF model is expressed for simple shear ow by

hMSF () =
f 2()


S12() (6.57)

In Eq. (6.57), f 2() is the solution by numerical integration of Eq. (6.56). The same
values of the non-linear material parameters, a1 = 0:02 (corresponding to f 2max = 49)
and a2 = 2:3, as determined by the start-up experiments in steady shear ow, were
used to calculate hMSF (). The damping function hMSF () is in good agreement with
the experimentally observed damping function for melt HDPE I up to strains of  = 3.
At higher strains, the experimental data are higher than the predictions (�g. 6.9). The
reason for this is not yet clear.
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6.4 Comparison to extensional and shear data of long-chain-

branched polymer melts

The evolution equation of the molecular stress function for long-chain-branched melts
in extensional ows is derived from Eqs. (6.51) with Eq. (6.48) and (6.49),

@ f 2

@t
= _"(2f 2�1)

�
S11+mS22�(1+m)S33�a1(f 2�1)

q
S11+m2S22�(1+m)2S33

�
(6.58)

Following the same arguments as for melt HDPE I, the same relation, Eq. (6.55),
between the material parameter a1 and f 2max is obtained. With a value of f 2max =
100 as used in the previous MSF model (chapt. 5.2), a consistent description of all
extensional viscosities (�u; �e; �p1; �p2) of melt LDPE I (measurements by Hachmann
[23]) is possible (�g. 6.10-6.13). Again, the predictions of Eq. (6.58) in irrotational
ows are very similar to the predictions of Eq. (5.20). This is demonstrated for the
uniaxial elongational viscosity at _" = 1 1=s in �g. 6.10. The onset of the elongational
viscosity is nearly identical up to a Hencky strain of "H = 3, then a small deviation is
observed up to a Hencky strain of "H = 6, where both predictions fall together again.

The evolution equation of the molecular stress function for long-chain-branched melts
in shear ow is derived from Eq. (6.51) with Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47),

@ f 2

@t
= _(2f 2 � 1)

�
S12 � a1

2
(f 2 � 1)

q
S11 + S22 � 1

a2
_(f 2 � 1)

q
jS11 � S22j

�
(6.59)

Again, the value of the material parameter a1 is determined by extensional ows and
is given by Eq. (6.55) with f 2max = 100. A value of a2 = 0:036 provides an excellent
description of the stress overshoot and steady-state values of both the shear viscosity
�( _; t) (�g. 6.14) and the �rst normal stress function 	1( _; t) (�g. 6.15), measured by
Kraft [27] and by our rotational rheometer (denoted by IKT) in the non-linear range
at a temperature of 150 �C. The new measurements are in good agreement with the
results of Kraft, but with some deviations at higher shear-rates, in particular for the
shear viscosity �( _; t).

The shear relaxation modulus G(t; ) was measured for di�erent step-shear strains up
to  = 10 with the cone-and-plate geometry of the rheometer RMS800 (chap. 3.2) at a
temperature of 190 �C in order to obtain a damping function for melt LDPE I. Com-
parison of the experimental data to the predictions of Eq. (6.57) is shown in �g. 6.16.
Here, f 2() in Eq. (6.57) is the solution by numerical integration of Eq. (6.59). The
experimentally observed damping function for melt LDPE I is described very well
by the non-linear material parameters a1 = 0:01 (corresponding to f 2max = 100) and
a2 = 0:036, determined from the start-up ow experiments in shear, up to a step-shear
strain of  = 10 (�g. 6.16).
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Figure 6.10: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (6.58)). (Dashed line is prediction of Eq. (5.20) with f 2max = 100.)
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Figure 6.11: Equibiaxial viscosity �e of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (6.58)).
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Figure 6.12: First planar viscosity �p1 of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C,
with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (6.58)).
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Figure 6.13: Second planar viscosity �p2 of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T =
150 �C, with f 2max = 100 (Eq. (6.58)).
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Figure 6.14: Shear viscosity � of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C, with
a1 = 0:01 (corresponding to f 2max = 100) and a2 = 0:036 (Eq. (6.59)).
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Figure 6.15: First normal stress coe�cient 	1 of melt LDPE I at a temperature of
T = 150 �C, with a1 = 0:01 and a2 = 0:036 (Eq. (6.59)).
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Figure 6.16: Damping function h of melt LDPE I in shear, with a1 = 0:01 and a2 =
0:036 (Eq. (6.57)).

6.5 Comparison of steady-state values in shear and elonga-

tional ows with predictions of the extended MSF model

Finally, the steady-state values of shear and elongational ow are examined in more
detail for melts HDPE I and LDPE I by comparing them with the steady-state values
of the predictions of the extended MSF model (�gs. 6.17, 6.18), which were calculated
for strain-rates between 10�4 and 300 1=s, and with the same values of a1 and a2 as
determined above. As before, the elongational data are rescaled to shear ow. The
steady-state values of the elongational data are denoted by the same symbols as used
for the uniaxial viscosity in �gures 6.3 and 6.10, whereas bold, larger symbols indicate
an early rupture due to large stresses which arise at strain-rates _" � 0:3 1=s.

For both melts, the predictions of the extended MSF model are in qualitative agree-
ment with experimental data. Deviations at high strain-rates might be due to the early
rupture of the polymer melt, and deviations at lower strain-rates due to experimental
uncertainties related to small elongational forces. The agreement of the steady-state
values of the shear viscosity �( _; t) between experimental data measured in our labora-
tory (denoted by IKT), and of the predictions of the extended MSF model is excellent
for both melts.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of shear ow and elongational ow with MSF theory for melt
HDPE I
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of shear ow and elongational ow with MSF theory for melt
LDPE I
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The steady-state values of the shear viscosity are also compared to the complex vis-
cosity ��( _),

j��( _)j =
p
G02 +G002

!
=

p
G02 +G002

_
(6.60)

determined by oscillatory measurements of G0 and G00 (chapt. 2.2, chapt. 3.2), and
by using the "Cox-Merz rule" with ! = _ [12]. The steady-state values of the shear
viscosity are very close to the complex viscosity which con�rms once more the quality
of both the measurements and the predictions. At small rates, the predictions of the
steady-state values in shear and elongational ow come together at the zero-shear
viscosity �0. At high deformation rates, both the experimental data and the predictions
in shear and elongational ow show the same slope.

From experiments with the Rheotens, which was developed by Meissner [46] as a
prototype ow for isothermal melt spinning, a critical rupture stress �B can be deter-
mined, at which �lament breakage occurs. For polyethylenes a value of approximately
�B = 1 MPa is reported [3], [2]. The corresponding "viscosity at break", �B(t), is
calculated by dividing �B = 1 MPa by three times the strain rate _�0, and is indicated
in �gures 6.17 and 6.18 by the dashed line. No steady state extension can be realised
above this line due to brittle melt rupture.
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7 Conclusions

The main purpose of this work was to develop a general rheological constitutive equa-
tion for polymer melts which allows consistent description of extensional and shear
ows.

After summarising the basics of continuum mechanics of large deformations, and intro-
ducing the theory of linear viscoelasticity, non-linear network models were considered,
namely the theory of entropy elasticity and the rubber-like liquid theory including
the damping function approach. For tube models, non-linear strain measures can be
derived from a molecular slip-link model, including the strain measure of the Doi-
Edwards (DE) theory. Further developments of the DE theory considering chain stretch
processes were discussed, in particular the molecular stress function (MSF) theory.

Experimental data of a linear (HDPE) and a long-chain-branched (LDPE) polyethy-
lene melt measured in shear ow by Kraft (1996) [27], and in uniaxial, equibiaxial, and
planar extensional ow by Hachmann (1996) [23] were analysed with the intention to
check and improve tube models. Measurements in shear ow with rotational rheome-
try and in uniaxial elongational ow with a commercial elongational rheometer RME
[49] were repeated and were found to be in good agreement with earlier measurements.
Additionally, shear relaxation experiments were performed to extend the number of
non-linear rheological experiments for the purpose of veri�cation of improved consti-
tutive equations. Further uniaxial elongational tests were done on many linear and
long-chain-branched polymer melts. Simultaneously, experimental problems with the
commercial elongational rheometer RME were revealed.

Doi and Edwards (1978) [18], [19] introduced the tube model with a universal non-
linear strain measure for polymer melts. The basic assumption concerning non-linear
viscoelasticity is that the tube diameter remains constant with deformation. Hence, the
stress is governed only by orientation of the polymer chains. It was shown that the Doi-
Edwards (DE) model predicts the shear-thinning behaviour of polymer melts at least
qualitatively, but cannot predict any strain-hardening behaviour in extensional ows
[81] neither for linear nor for long-chain-branched polymer melts. The molecular stress
function (MSF) theory, developed by Wagner and Schae�er (1992) [85], [86], takes
into account stretch processes of the tube segments by assuming that the tube diame-
ter decreases with increasing deformation. Derived from a strain energy function, the
molecular stress function f depends on the average logarithmic stretch hln(u0)i0. For
linear melts, a linear dependence of f on exp(hln(u0)i0) is found, which is called the
linear molecular stress function (LMSF) model. With the LMSF model, the viscosity
upturn is consistently described for the HDPE melt considered. However, long-chain-
branched melts show a stronger viscosity upturn which has to be taken into account
by a quadratic dependence on exp(hln(u0)i0), and which is called the quadratic molec-
ular stress function (QMSF) model. Again, the viscosity upturn of the LDPE melt is
consistently described by the QMSF model. Viscosities of both linear and long-chain-
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branched melts show a saturation e�ect and approach steady-state values at large
deformations. This was modelled by the assumption that the reduction of the tube di-
ameter is limited, i.e. a maximum stretch of the macromolecular chains exists. There-
fore, a maximum value of the molecular stress function, fmax, was introduced. When
fmax was �tted to the uniaxial viscosity, a consistent description of all extensional
modes was possible. This is not only true for the linear and long-chain-branched melt
investigated, but for various other linear, short-chain and long-chain-branched polymer
melts investigated by means of the RME. Hence, the non-linear material parameter
fmax reveals di�erences in the strain-hardening behaviour. However, with fmax �tted
to uniaxial data, it was not possible to describe shear ow quantitatively. A smaller
value of fmax was necessary.

To understand the di�erence between rotational and irrotational ows, the kinematics
of tube deformation was further investigated, and constraint release (CR) as a dissi-
pative process was introduced which led to a strain-dependent evolution equation for
the molecular stress function. The new constraint release mechanism is based on the
di�erence between a�ne convection of unit vectors describing tube segment orienta-
tion and tube cross-section orientation. Tube kinematics is fundamentally di�erent for
rotational and irrotational ows, and therefore distinguishes explicitly between simple
shear and pure shear (planar extension). Thus, limited segmental stretch of macro-
molecules in shear ow is consistent with strong segmental stretch in planar extension
and pronounced strain-hardening behaviour in extensional ows. To take into account
these di�erences, two non-linear parameters a1 and a2 are necessary, both of which
govern dissipation in simple shear ow, while dissipation in constant strain-rate exten-
sional ows (being irrotational) depends on a1 only, which is related to the maximum
molecular stress fmax.

For start-up of simple shear and extensional ows, the predictions of this new simple
set of constitutive equations consisting of a single integral equation for the stress tensor
and a di�erential evolution equation for the molecular stress function with only two
non-linear material parameters, are in excellent agreement with experimental data of
linear and long-chain-branched polymer melts. Also, stress relaxation after a step-shear
strain is described, i.e. the model is time/deformation separable.

Hence, a general rheological constitutive relation between stress and deformation his-
tory of a polymer melt was developed which allows to describe extensional ows and
shear ow consistently with only two non-linear material parameters.

Further investigations will be necessary to prove the validity of this new rheological
model in reversing double-step strain experiments which are of relevance in polymer
processing. Also of interest are comparisons of predictions and experiments for mixed
ows, as in polymer processing often extensional and shear ows are superimposed.
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A Comparison of uniaxial viscosity data to the

MSF theory

A.1 Linear polymer melts

Polymer Melt POP LLDPE

Product A�nity PL 1880 Dowlex NG5056E
Producer Dow Dow
MW [g/Mol] 116400 [16] 105000
Mn [g/Mol] 55100 [16] 35000
MW =Mn 2.1 3
Tm [�C] 102.5 118.7
T [�C] 130 130
�RT [g=cm3] 0.918 0.919
� [g=cm3] 0.757 0.8
Ea [kJ/mol] 41.5 31
Rheometer RME (IKT) RME (IKT)
Figure A.1 A.2
Theory Eq. (5.9) Eq. (5.9)
with f2max 6 3

Relaxation
spectrum
at T

gi [Pa] �i [s]
4.829E+05 1.000E-03
2.798E+05 7.197E-03
1.269E+05 5.179E-02
2.970E+04 3.728E-01
6.969E+03 2.683E+00
1.792E+03 1.931E+01
1.358E+02 1.389E+02
1.457E+00 1.000E+03

gi [Pa] �i [s]
4.147E+05 2.548E-03
1.842E+05 2.105E-02
6.841E+04 1.271E-01
1.336E+04 7.974E-01
1.332E+03 5.312E+00
8.827E+01 3.295E+01

Table A.1: Characterisation of linear polymer melts.
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Figure A.1: Elongational viscosity �u of melt POP at a temperature of T = 130 �C.
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Figure A.2: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LLDPE at a temperature of T = 130 �C.
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Polymer Melt HDPE II HDPE III

Product Stamylan X1010
Producer Solvay DSM
MW [g/Mol] 188300 195000
Mn [g/Mol] 512200 5570
MW =Mn 15.5 35
Tm [�C] 131
T [�C] 190 190
�RT [g=cm

3] 0.957
� [g=cm3] 0.757
Ea [kJ/mol] 41.5 27.6
Rheometer RME (Solvay) [31] RME (IKT)
Figure A.3 A.4
Theory Eq. (5.9) Eq. (5.9)
with f2max 11 5

Relaxation
spectrum
at T

gi [Pa] �i [s]
1.803E+05 4.495E-03
7.561E+04 1.976E-02
3.216E+04 8.684E-02
1.307E+04 3.817E-01
4.876E+03 1.678E+00
1.557E+03 7.375E+00
4.822E+02 3.241E+01
7.868E+01 1.425E+02
3.573E+01 6.262E+02

gi [Pa] �i [s]
2.471E+05 8.501E-04
1.262E+05 7.545E-03
6.149E+04 5.228E-02
2.329E+04 3.519E-01
5.593E+03 2.416E+00
8.656E+02 1.796E+01
8.418E+01 1.667E+02
9.741E+00 1.647E+03

Table A.2: Characterisation of linear polymer melts.
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Figure A.3: Elongational viscosity �u of melt HDPE II at a temperature of T = 190 �C.
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Figure A.4: Elongational viscosity �u of melt HDPE III at a temperature of T =
190 �C.
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Polymer Melt PP I PP III

Product Novolen 1100H
Producer BASF
MW [g/Mol] 245000
Mn [g/Mol] 52130
MW =Mn 4.7
Tm [�C] 163 170
T [�C] 190 180
�RT [g=cm3] 0.909 0.908
� [g=cm3] 0.76
Ea [kJ/mol] 45 [89] 43.1
Rheometer RME (IKT) MTR (Erlangen) [29]
Figure A.5 A.6
Theory Eq. (5.9) Eq. (5.9)
with f2max 3 1.6

Relaxation
spectrum
at T

gi [Pa] �i [s]
8.153E+04 8.417E-03
3.252E+04 6.083E-02
1.334E+04 3.502E-01
3.476E+03 2.045E+00
4.930E+02 1.292E+01
4.407E+01 8.642E+01

gi [Pa] �i [s]
6.240E+04 4.570E-03
2.853E+04 2.990E-02
1.426E+04 1.955E-01
4.284E+03 1.279E+00
7.852E+02 8.361E+00
8.404E+01 5.468E+01

Table A.3: Characterisation of linear polymer melts.
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Figure A.5: Elongational viscosity �u of melt PP I at a temperature of T = 190 �C.
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Figure A.6: Elongational viscosity �u of melt PP III at a temperature of T = 180 �C,
shifted for clarity by the factors indicated.
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A.2 Long-chain-branched polymer melts

Polymer Melt LDPE I LDPE II

Product Lupolen 1810H Lupolen 3020D
Producer BASF BASF
MW [g/Mol] 188000 300000
Mn [g/Mol] 16600 37500
MW =Mn 11.3 8
Tm [�C] 110 114
T [�C] 150 170
�RT [g=cm3] 0.917 0.94
� [g=cm3] 0.778 0.762
Ea [kJ/mol] 58.6 63.8
Rheometer RME (IKT) RME (IKT), MTR (BASF)
Figure A.7 A.8
Theory Eq. (5.20) Eq. (5.20)
with f2max 50 (new spectrum) 40

Relaxation
spectrum
at T

gi [Pa] �i [s]
5.664E+01 3.310E+02
6.051E+02 5.397E+01
2.852E+03 8.565E+00
1.081E+04 1.056E+00
2.965E+04 1.041E-01
6.202E+04 1.126E-02
2.000E+05 9.224E-04

gi [Pa] �i [s]
1.542E+05 1.472E-03
5.886E+04 9.580E-03
3.686E+04 4.997E-02
2.220E+04 2.855E-01
1.008E+04 1.626E+00
3.904E+03 9.052E+00
1.081E+03 5.141E+01
1.117E+02 3.278E+02

Table A.4: Characterisation of long-chain branched polymer melts.
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Figure A.7: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE I at a temperature of T = 150 �C
with new relaxation spectrum.
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Figure A.8: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE II at a temperature of T = 170 �C.
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Polymer Melt LDPE III LDPE IV

Product (tubular) (tubular)
Producer BASF
MW [g/Mol] 119000 144000
Mn [g/Mol] 24600 21500
MW =Mn 4.85 6.7
Tm [�C]
T [�C] 150 150
�RT [g=cm3] 0.923 0.924
� [g=cm3] 0.78 0.78
Ea [kJ/mol] 62.8 58.5
Rheometer RME (IKT) RME (IKT)
Figure A.9 A.10
Theory Eq. (5.20) Eq. (5.20)
with f2max 40 60

Relaxation
spectrum
at T

gi [Pa] �i [s]
1.464E+05 2.116E-03
5.262E+04 1.509E-02
2.914E+04 8.403E-02
1.441E+04 4.597E-01
6.004E+03 2.398E+00
1.974E+03 1.200E+01
3.624E+02 6.465E+01
5.166E+00 1.349E+03

gi [Pa] �i [s]
1.303E+05 3.836E-03
4.194E+04 3.495E-02
2.146E+04 1.990E-01
1.024E+04 1.078E+00
4.144E+03 5.679E+00
1.234E+03 2.958E+01
2.035E+02 1.477E+02

Table A.5: Characterisation of long-chain branched polymer melts.
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Figure A.9: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE III at a temperature of T =
150 �C, shifted for clarity by the factors indicated.
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Figure A.10: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE IV at a temperature of T =
150 �C.
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Polymer Melt LDPE V LDPE VI

Product (autoclave) (autoclave)
Producer
MW [g/Mol] 130000 115000
Mn [g/Mol] 21900 16800
MW =Mn 5.95 6.8
Tm [�C]
T [�C] 150 150
�RT [g=cm3] 0.921 0.921
� [g=cm3] 0.78 0.78
Ea [kJ/mol] 57.2 55.8
Rheometer RME (IKT) RME (IKT)
Figure A.11 A.12
Theory Eq. (5.20) Eq. (5.20)
with f2max 80 80

Relaxation
spectrum
at T

gi [Pa] �i [s]
1.525E+05 2.059E-03
5.653E+04 1.730E-02
3.012E+04 1.064E-01
1.371E+04 6.176E-01
4.646E+03 3.439E+00
9.675E+02 1.923E+01
5.848E+01 1.309E+02

gi [Pa] �i [s]
1.226E+05 2.765E-03
4.411E+04 2.700E-02
1.915E+04 1.964E-01
5.655E+03 1.392E+00
8.410E+02 9.245E+00
3.050E+01 5.838E+01

Table A.6: Characterisation of long-chain branched polymer melts.
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Figure A.11: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE V at a temperature of T =
150 �C.
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Figure A.12: Elongational viscosity �u of melt LDPE VI at a temperature of T =
150 �C.
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B Summary of vector and tensor operations

The result of the dot product of two vectors u and v is a scalar,

u � v = uivi = u1v1 + u2v2 + :::+ unvn

The dyadic product of two vectors u and v leads to a second-order tensor,

u v = uiuj =

0
BBBB@
u1v1 u1v2 : : : u1vm
u2v1 u2v2 : : : u2vm
...

...
...

...
unv1 unv2 : : : unvm

1
CCCCA

The vector-tensor dot product can be taken in two ways with a vector as result,

� � v = �ijvj

v � � = vi�ij

The single dot product of two tensors � and � leads to a tensor,

� � � = �ik�kj

and the double dot product to a scalar

� : � = �ij�ji = tr[� � �]
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